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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
Data Acquisition System for Muon Lifetime Experiment 
 
 
I designed, developed and deployed a data acquisition (DAQ) system to meet the needs 
of the “µLan” nuclear physics experiment. The main goal of the experiment is to measure 
the positive muon lifetime to a precision of 1 part per million. This represents more than 
an order of magnitude increase in precision beyond the current world average. The DAQ 
design is motivated by very high data rate this experiment will produce. This experiment 
is being performed with the proton accelerator at Paul Scherrer Institut in Villigen, 
Switzerland. I have setup a mock experimental setup at the University of Kentucky. The 
design and development of the DAQ software was conducted using this mock setup and 
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1 Introduction
This thesis describes the development of a high-speed data acquisition (DAQ)
for the nuclear physics experiment µLan (Muon Lifetime Analysis) at Paul
Scherrer Institut near Zurich, Switzerland.
1.1 Summary of Scientific Motivation
The muon is a subatomic particle with mass about 10 times lighter than a
proton or about 200 times heavier than an electron. The basic muon decay
mechanism is
µ → e ν ν
where µ = muon, e = electron, ν = neutrino and ν = anti-neutrino
The muon lifetime is used to determine the Fermi coupling constant GF
which is one of the fundamental parameters in the Standard Model. Cou-
pling constants are numbers that determine the strength of an interaction.
The Standard Model is a theory which describes the strong, weak and elec-
tromagnetic interactions, as well as the fundamental particles that make up










(1 + δ) [1]
where δdenotes QED radiative corrections and mµ denotes the muon mass.
From the above relation it is obvious that more precise the measurement
of the muon decay rate the more accurate will be the determination of the
coupling constant GF .
The goal of the µLan experiment is to measure the positive muon lifetime
to the precision of 1 part per million (1 ppm). The current experimental
determination of the µ lifetime τµ is (2.19703 ± 0.00004) x 10
−6 s [2].
Boston University, James Madison University, The University of California-
Berkeley, The University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign, University of Ken-
tucky are collaboratively working on the µLan experiment. The work divides
into sub-systems: the muon beam (TRIUMF/Illinois); magnets and targets
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(Berkeley); the detector ball and Entrance Muon Counter (Illinois); the cali-
bration system (James Madison); the waveform digitizers and clock systems
(Boston); and the data acquisition and logging (Kentucky). These are the
primary responsibilities of the institutions, but much of the work is shared
by all the collaborators.
The µLan experiment is performed at Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) in
Villigen, Switzerland using the proton accelerator. The DAQ was developed
and tested at The University of Kentucky before deploying at PSI.
1.2 Experimental setup and data collection issues
This section describes the data collection issues and DAQ role in µLan. It
also includes a brief introduction to the overall experimental setup.
The µLan experiment uses the proton accelerator for the generation of
a continuous muon beam. An electrostatic kicker is used to pulse the beam
on and off. This pulsed muon beam consists of fill periods and measurement
periods. The fill period is the period during which beam is on and is typically
5 microseconds in length. The measurement period is the period during
beam is off and is typically 25 microseconds in length. During the fill period
approximately 15 positive muons arrive and during the measurement period
approximately 7 decay electrons are detected. This yields 2.5 x 105 decay
electrons per second. A total of more than 8 x 1010 positron decays were
obtained during the Fall 2005 run. Ultimately the aim is to obtain 1 x 1012
decay electrons.
The incoming positive muons were counted in the Entrance Muon Counter
(EMC) and stopped in a solid target. The EMC is a high rate multiwire
chamber. The solid target is either a polarization destroying target AK3 (a
ferromagnetic alloy) or a polarization retaining target silver. After the muon
passes through the EMC it will stop in the target, then decay to an electron,
neutrino and anti neutrino. The neutrino and anti neutrino are unobservable,
but the electron is detected. These decay electrons are counted in 4pi scintil-
lator array in the form of a truncated icosahedron. This array consists of 170
elements of scintillating tile pairs that are symmetrically arranged about the
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target center. The signals from these tiles are fed to the 500 MHz, 8-bit res-
olution Wave Form Digitizers (WFD)(see Figure 2). Each WFD contains 4
channels. We used 85 WFD’s (making total 340 channels) distributed over 6
VME crates. Each VME crate is connected to a 4U machine (dual processor)
using a PCI optical fiber link (see Figure 3). Some VME crates contained 14
WFDs and the rest contained 15 WFDs.
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Figure 1. µLan Detector 
In the above diagram we can see the plastic scintillator tiles 
arranged in the form of soccer ball. The target is placed in the 
center of the detector. The muon beam enters from the left 
hand side in the above figure. We can observe the EMC on the 
left side of figure. We can also observe the wires connected to 










Coaxial cable connected to WFD 
Figure 2. Positron passing through scintillator 
This diagram shows the positron passing through the plastic scintillator 
tile, the scintillator is connected to a light pipe and the light pipe is 
linked to a photomultiplier tube. The other end of the photomultiplier











Figure 3. VME crate to frontend setup 
This figure shows the connection between WFDs and the 4u machine.
The VME crate consists of 20 slots; each slot can hold one WFD. 
There is a struck interface in the first slot of the VME crate which is 
used to read/write to WFDs in the crate. The optical fiber cable runs 
from the struck interface to the 4u machine. The WFD frontend 
program runs on this 4u machine.
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2 MIDAS Framework
This section discusses the MIDAS framework and different MIDAS tools used
by the µLan DAQ.
2.1 Overview of MIDAS
The Maximum Integrated Data Acquisition System (MIDAS) [3] is a general-
purpose system for event based data acquisition in small and medium scale
physics experiments. It has been developed at PSI and TRIUMF beginning
in 1993.
MIDAS comes with many features, including modular networking capability
and online database system (ODB). It includes a slow control system which
is fully integrated in the main data acquisition. It consists of a C library
and several applications. MIDAS works on different Operating Systems like
Linux, UNIX, Windows NT, VXWorks.
2.2 MIDAS Components
The main components of the MIDAS package are
• Buffer Manager - Data flow and message passing mechanism
• Online DataBase (ODB) - Central information area
• Frontend - Acquisition code
• MIDAS Server (mserver) - Remote access server (RPC Server)
• Data logger - Data storage
• Slow Control - System device monitoring and control
• Analyzer - Data analyzer
The components are summarized in Figure 4.
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The “buffer manager” consists of a set of library functions for event collec-
tion and distribution. A buffer is a shared memory region in RAM, which
can be accessed by several processes, called “clients”. A buffer is organized
as a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) memory. Buffers can be accessed locally or
remotely via the MIDAS server.
2.2.2 Online Database
All the relevant data for a particular experiment are stored in a central
database called the “Online Database” (ODB). This database contains run
parameters, logging channel information, condition parameters for front-
ends, analyzers and slow control values as well as status and performance
data. The ODB is located completely in shared memory of the backend
computer. The ODB is hierarchically structured, similar to a file system,
with directories and sub-directories. The data is store in pairs of keys and
data. Keys can be dynamically created and deleted. The data associated
with a key can be of several types such as: byte, word, double word, float,
string, etc. A key can also be a directory or a symbolic link. The MIDAS
library provides a complete set of functions to manage and operate on these
keys. Any ODB client can register between the element of the ODB and
the structure in C programming language. Whenever a client changes a
value in this sub-tree, the C-structure automatically receives an update of
the changed data.
2.2.3 MIDAS Server
For remote access to a MIDAS experiment a remote procedure call (RPC)
server is available. The server can be started manually or through inetd in
Linux. For each incoming connection it creates a new sub-process which
serves this connection over a TCP link.
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2.2.4 Frontend
The frontend programs refers to a task running on a particular computer
which has access to hardware equipment. Several frontends can be attached
simultaneously to a given experiment. This program composed of general
framework which is experiment independent, and set of template routines
for the user to fill. This program will register the given equipment list to
the MIDAS system. It provides the means of collecting data from hardware
source defined in each equipment. It gathers the data in a know format for
each equipment. It sends the data to the buffer manager and periodically col-
lects statistics of the acquisition task and sends them to the Online Database.
The frontend framework takes care of sending events to the buffer man-
ager and optionally a copy to the ODB. The data collection in the frontend
framework can be triggered by several mechanisms. The frontend support
four different kinds of event trigger:
• Periodic events: Scheduled event based on a fixed time interval.
• Polled events: The readout routine is called based on the input from an
external device such as parallel port. The program examines a specific
parallel port bit and when it is set we call the readout routine.
• Interrupt events: Generated by particular hardware device supporting
interrupt mode.
• Slow Control events: Special class of events that are used in the slow
control system.
Dedicated header and library files for hardware access to CAMAC, VME,
Fastbus etc, are part of the MIDAS distribution.
2.2.5 Data Logger
The data logger is a client usually running on the backend computer receiving
events from the buffer manager and saving them onto disk, tape or via FTP to
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a remote computer. Data can be written in different formats such as MIDAS
binary, ASCII and ROOT. The basic functionality of the logger includes:
• Run Control based on event limit, recorded byte limit, logging device
full.
• Logging selection of particular events based on Event Identifier
• Auto restart feature allowing continuous logging of runs of a given size
without user intervention
• Recording of ODB values to History system.
• Recording of the ODB to logging channel at the beginning and end of
run as well as to separate disk file in ASCII format.
2.2.6 Slow Control
The slow control system is a special frontend equipment or program dedi-
cated to the control of hardware module based on user parameters. Demand
and measured values from slow control system equipment like high voltage
power supplies or beam line magnets are stored directly in the ODB. To con-
trol a device it is then enough to modify the demand values in the database.
The modified value gets automatically propagated to the slow control system,
which in turn uses specific device driver to control the particular hardware.
Measured values from the hardware are periodically send back to the ODB
to reflect the current status of the sub-system.
The MIDAS system provides several tools to control, monitor, debug the
data acquisition system. Main utilities are odbedit (Online Database Editor),
mlogger (MIDAS data logger), layzlogger (Background data logger), mdump




odbedit refers to Online DataBase Editor. This is the main application to
interact with the different components of the MIDAS system. The arguments
to this application are:
• -h hostname : specifies host to connect to.
• -e exptname : specifies the experiment to connect to.
• -c command : perform a single command.
• -c @commandFile : perform commands in sequence found in command-
File
odbedit treats the hierarchical online database very much like a file system.
Most commands are similar to LINUX file commands like ls, cd, chmod, etc.
2.2.8 mlogger
mlogger is the main application that stores the data that is in identified
memory segment onto physical device such as disk or tape. The arguments
to this application are:
• -e exptname : experiment name
• -D : start program as a daemon
Usage: mlogger -D
2.2.9 mdump
This application allows to inspect the data in order to display individual
events. mdump has the capability to operate on data files stored on disk,
tape or from memory segments. The arguments to this application are:
• -h hostname : hostname.
• -e exptname : experiment name.
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• -b bankname : display event containing only specified bank name.
• -f format : data representation (hex/dec/ascii)
• -x filename : data filename
• -z buffer name : MIDAS buffer name to attach to
2.2.10 mhttpd
mhttpd is the MIDAS Web Server. It provides MIDAS DAQ control through
the web using any web browser. This daemon application has to run in
order to allow the user to access from a Web browser any MIDAS experi-
ment running. Full monitoring and control of a particular experiment can
be achieved through this MIDAS Web Server. The color coding is green for
present/enabled, red for missing/disabled, yellow for inactive (See Appendix
for the example). The refresh of the page is controlled by the timer. The
basic functionality includes run control, frontend current status and statis-
tics, logger status and statistics, current connected client listing, slow control
data display, basic access to ODB, etc.
mhttpd requires as argument the TCP/IP port number in order to listen to
the web request. The arguments are:
• -p port : port number
• -D : start program as a daemon
2.2.11 Lazylogger
lazylogger is an application which decouples the data acquisition from the
final data logging mechanism. By using mlogger to log data to disk first
stage and then using lazylogger to copy the stored files to the ”slow device”
we can keep the acquisition running without interruption. The arguments to
this application are:
• -h hostname : hostname.
• -e exptname : experiment name.
13
5. MIDAS Web Interface 
Color coding 





As in the frontend section, the analyzer provided by MIDAS is a framework
on which user can develop his own application. The analyzer takes care of
receiving events, initializes the HBOOK or ROOT system for all events. An
interface to user routines for event analysis is provided. The analyzer can be
used to run online (receive events from the buffer manager) and off-line (read
events from file). When running off-line the analyzer can read MIDAS binary
files, analyze the events. The analyzer framework also supports analyzer
parameters. It automatically maps C-structures used in the analyzer to ODB
records. To control the analyzer only the values in the ODB have to be
changed which get automatically propagated to the analyzer parameters.
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3 DAQ Network and Architecture
3.1 DAQ Network
The DAQ for µLan has been designed in multi-layered architecture to reduce
the complexity. The µLan DAQ network consists of several switches and
many computers. Depending on the functionality of the computers some of
them are grouped and connected under one switch. The µLan DAQ consists
of three main categories of computers, i.e. processing nodes.
One of the categories consists of a single node called the backend. The
backend computer is responsible for hosting the programs used for synchro-
nizing the whole DAQ, event building and data logging. All the programs
and the executables are stored on this backend computer. The directory con-
taining the executable is auto-mounted onto other computers as required.
In the second category there are several computers called frontends. Each
frontend has its own purpose. Six frontend computers are connected to the
WFD and one frontend is used for the EMC. One more frontend is used for
scalers. There are also slow control frontends for High Voltage, Beamline
and VME crate monitoring.
The third category consists of storage computers, these are terabyte com-
puters with large disk capacity. These machines are used for online analysis






























Figure 6.  µLan DAQ Network
1 Gbps link







3.2 Multilayered DAQ Architecture:
The multi-layered DAQ architecture provides scalability along with reduc-
ing the complexity. At each layer there are many software programs and
hardware components interacting with each other. The µLan DAQ can be
broadly classified into three layers - frontend layer, backend layer and stor-
age/analysis layer. The programs and hardware components involved in each
layer are briefly discussed in the next three sections.
3.2.1 Layer 1 (frontend layer)
In this layer, the hardware components in the DAQ network directly interact
with the software. The computers at this layer are termed as frontend ma-
chines. All of these are dual-processor machines. The Intel Xeon processor
with 2.4GHz, 533MHz System bus, 1MB L3 Cache is used. LINUX operat-
ing system with Fedora Core3 distribution is used on all machines. All the
software programs used to readout the data from hardware components is
written in C programming language. One of the important hardware com-
ponents in the µLan DAQ is waveform digitizer (WFD), which digitizes the
analog signals that come from the detector. Each WFD consists of internal
FIFO memory that stores the digitized data. The fewfd-slave program on
the frontend machine is responsible for the readout of the data in the WFD’s
memory. EMC is the other hardware component in the DAQ, it is located
just upstream of the target. This EMC counts the stopping muons along
with their x,y coordinates. The program feemc is used to readout the EMC
data. There were also slow control frontends running in this layer for high
voltage, beamline, VME crate monitoring.
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3.2.2 Layer 2(backend layer)
In this layer, there were several hardware components that interact with the
software. This layer is termed as the backend layer. Most of the programs in
this layer interact with the programs in frontend layer for synchronization,
event building etc. The magicbox is the hardware component that sends
out and receives the signals on the parallel port of the computer, femagic
is the program that interacts with the magicbox, this program is used to
synchronize all the frontends during readout. mserver get the data from
the frontends and store it on the backend memory buffers. The buffers are
named as BUFxx, xx corresponds to the frontend number. mevb is one of the
important software program called eventbuilder, this program is responsible
for getting the data from buffers and building an event with that data. The
events built by this mevb program are then written to disk by another pro-
gram called mlogger. All these programs femagic, mevb, mlogger are run on
the backend computer. We want to get the data off from the backend so that
offline analysis can be done on the terabyte computers and online analysis
can be carried on backend without slowing data acquisition. So the mlogger
program simultaneously writes the data logged onto terabyte computer.
3.2.3 Layer 3(Storage/Analysis layer)
This layer consists of terabyte computers used for storage and online analysis.
There were two computers and they are named as TB01, TB02. The data
from terabytes is also written to tapes using a tape robot as backup. The
data is also archived using FTP.
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4 DAQ Design
After the overall architectural view (chapter 3) of the µLan DAQ this chap-
ter discusses DAQ design issues such as data collection format, frontend syn-
chronization and event building. First, we introduce the concept of memory
segments and their usage in the DAQ.
4.1 Memory Segments in DAQ
In the µLan DAQ architecture the task of the WFD frontends is to perform
data readout from the WFD’s and the transfer to the buffer on the backend.
The buffers on the backend are termed as BUFxx, where xx refers to the
frontend number, for example, the data fragment from frontend05 is stored
in BUF05. The mserver program is responsible for transferring the data from
the frontend to the backend buffer. There is one additional master memory
segment on the backend computer, this memory segment is termed the SYS-
TEM buffer. The eventbuilder program running on backend computer takes
care of collecting the data in all the buffers and assembling them into a single
event and storing it in the SYSTEM buffer.
4.2 DAQ data format
This section briefly discusses the organization of the acquired data in a file
and the format of the data in that file. mlogger is the utility in MIDAS that
is used to log the data from the memory segment to file. The file created by
this mlogger program is termed the midas file and it has a .mid extension.
The mlogger utility will be running on the backend computer and copies the
data in the SYSTEM buffer into midas file.
The data is acquired from WFD’s in terms of segments. The time interval
used in Fall 2005 run is 80ms. The data acquired during this time segment
is also called an event. The size of a single file is limited to a particular
value by the operating system. So a set of events are placed in a single file
until it reaches the defined maximum size and then the next set of events
are written in a new midas file. The set of events in a single file is known
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as a run. Each midas file is given a run number. The midas filename will
be of the format runxxxxx.mid, where xxxxx refers to the run number, for
example run00555.mid. The run size must be set explicitly, the run size used
in Fall 2005 run was 2GB. This can be varied as required.
From the above discussion the overall view of the midas file can be sum-
marized as follows: Each run consists of a number of events. Each event
consists of data from all the frontends. Each frontend connected to a VME
crate consisting of 14 or 15 WFDs, each WFD has 4 channels, data from a
single channel in a WFD is termed a bank. Therefore each event consists
of numerous banks, each bank is a collection of islands (island is a digitized
pulse), the length of the island can be set. In Fall 2005 run, the island length
used is 8 32-bit words later it was changed to 4 32-bit words. Each island
consists of set of a ADC values and a separator word and then the word
representing the time and fill, here zero is used as separator.
The bank name in the midas file follows a four digit convention, the first
digit is to indicate the WFDs, so starts with B, the second digit corresponds
to the frontend number so it ranges from 1 to 6, the third digit is a letter
and it corresponds to a slot number, it ranges from b to t (slots 2 to 20) and
finally a fourth digit indicates the channel in the WFD and it ranges from 0
to 3. For example B5e0 represents the bank from frontend05, WFD in slot
number 5 and channel 0.
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Figure 8. Midas data file format 
This figure describes the format of the Midas file. Each Midas file 
corresponds to one run. As the data is collected in segments, a 
single Midas file contains number of segments. Each segment is 
composed of data collected from all the channels of the WFDs. The 
data segment from  a single WFD channel is called bank. Each 
bank consists of numerous digitized pulses, these digitized pulses
are termed islands. At the start of each bank 3 words are used for 
data integrity and analysis purpose. The island length can be set 
before starting a run. Each island consists of ‘n’ 32 bit words and 




The readout routine in the frontend programs can be operated in three dif-
ferent modes periodic, polled and interrupt. The WFD frontend program
starts reading out data from the WFD whenever it gets an interrupt from
the magicbox frontend program.
All the WFD frontend programs read the data WFD in segments. There
are 6 WFD frontends and the EMC frontend program running, all these
must be synchronized to read the segments in an orderly manner. All the
segments for a particular readout must be completed before reading out the
next segment. This synchronization is achieved by an electronics module
termed magicbox. There is also a frontend program that controls this mag-
icbox and communicates with the WFD frontend programs, it is the so-called
femagic-master.
The synchronization between these frontend programs takes place through
remote procedure calls (RPC) in c programming. The two signals used
are RPC GO FOR READOUT and RPC READY FOR READOUT. First
of all both the programs registers these rpc signals and then starts acting
on these. The magicbox frontend uses the parallel port on the computer
for communication. The bits on the parallel port can be set to 0 or 1 by
the ‘setpp()’ function. For the layout of loop readout in the wfd frontend
fewfd-slave.c refer figure 7.
The magic box frontend program runs in polling mode and the WFD
frontend runs in interrupt mode. The magic box program keep on polling
to check the signal on the parallel port. Whenever it gets the signal ‘go
for read out’ it will start acquiring the next segment. Before acquiring the
next segment the magic box checks whether all the frontends reported with
‘ready for readout’ for the previous segment. It does not start acquiring a
new segment until the previous segment is read out by all the frontends.
The WFD frontend sends the ready for readout signal once its done with
the data segment readout. The magic box frontend is operated by femagic-
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master program, it starts the 80ms data segment by writing a ‘1’ to the magic
box and the femagic program recognizes the end of the segment by polling
on the magic box. This is how synchronization is achieved in the DAQ.
4.4 DAQ Event building
The WFD frontend program copies the data segments from the WFDs and
transfers it over to the backend, each frontend will have its own buffer with
the name BUFxx (xx is the frontend number). The segments acquired by
all the frontends contain the serial number, all the segments with the same
serial number in all frontends need to be gathered and combined into a sin-
gle event. This is done by the software program named the eventbuilder.
This eventbuilder program asynchronously grabs the data from all the local
buffers, matches the serial numbers and then constructs events from those
segments and store it in a separate buffer named SYSTEM. From that point,
its the task of the mlogger program to take the data from this SYSTEM
buffer and write it to a file in midas format. See figure 9 for the eventbuilder
functionality.
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Figure 10. Event builder functioning
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5 DAQ Frontends
In the µLan DAQ there are several frontend programs. These programs di-
rectly interact with hardware for data collection and transmit the data to the
backend buffers for further action. There are some miscellaneous frontends
which were used to drive the hardware but do not produce any data, the
flight simulator frontend is one such example. All the frontend programs are
written using ‘C’ programming language and all the programs comply with
the MIDAS framework.
5.1 General frontend framework
Routines present in frontend programs in general.
• frontend init() - executed once when the frontend program starts
• frontend exit() - executed once when the frontend program exits
• begin of run() - executes at start of each run
• end of run() - executes at end of each run
• pause run() - executes whenever the run pauses
• resume run() - executes whenever the run resumes
• read frontend event() - readout routine - executes for every event
Apart from these general routines there are many other routines that help in
initializing and controlling the frontend hardware.
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5.2 WFD Frontend
The WFD frontend program takes care of acquiring data from the WFD. The
WFD’s are made by Boston University. This frontend runs in interrupt mode,
it being interrupted by the magic-box frontend. This frontend contains all
aforementioned functions, it has many other functions as well. In this WFD
frontend program the loop readout routine is named as read wfd event(). It
gets executed whenever it gets a signal from the magic-box frontend to read-
out the data. The tasks done in the read wfd event() are briefly represented
in the figure 10. There are two versions of the frontend program, in one of
the programs the compression is done serially, that is after the data readout
has completed. In the other variant the compression of the previous data seg-
ment is done while the readout of current segment is going on. This is done
using the multi-threading concept in C. The readout of segment is blocked
until the compression of the previous segment is done. This has been done
to conserve time used for compressing the read out data. The sequence of
execution of routines in WFD frontend are given in Figure 10. The readout
routine with compression is shown in Figure 11. The readout routine with
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Figure 13. WFD readout routine with parallel compression 
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5.2.1 frontend init()
This is the initialization routine that is executed only once when the frontend
is started. The tasks performed in this routine are as follows:
• open the struck interface device file for communication with the hard-
ware.
if( ( pStruck = open(”/dev/sis1100”,O RDWR,0) ) < 0 ) {
printf(”error opening the Struck interface”);
}
• get the frontend index number and build the name, it is based on the
argument -i when you start the frontend.
• register the rpc functions that the frontend program requires.
• open the parallel port for reading and writing onto it.
if (ioperm(PARALLEL PORT0, 3, 1)) { /*open parallel port */
perror(”parallel port opening error”);
return FE ERR HW;
}
• get the handle for the experiment which is used for communicating with
the ODB.
cm get experiment database(&hDB, NULL);
• creation of initial ODB entries.
5.2.2 frontend exit()
This routine gets executed only once when the frontend exit from run-
ning.The tasks involved in this rourine are:
• close the struck interface
• close the parallel port
if (ioperm(PARALLEL PORT0, 3, 0))
{ /*close parallel port */
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perror(”parallel port closing error”);
return FE ERR HW;
}
• set the enabled key to 0 for this frontend in the /Equipment tree in
ODB
sprintf(Str,”/Equipment/db set value(hDB, 0, Str, &nov,sizeof(nov), 1,TID BOOL);
5.2.3 begin of run()
This routine consists of tasks required to be done at the start of every run.
Those are:
• connect to magicbox frontend program (“femagic-master”) using the
Midas connect client function
• set the options and parameters for the rpc connections
• WFD fifo buffer is reset
• at the end of this routine, signal to the magic box frontend that this
WFD frontend is ready for acquisition as well as readout.
// allows next segments acquisition to preceed, passes frontendNumber
rpc client call(rpc conn master crate, RPC GO FOR READOUT, fron-
tendNumber);
// allows next segments readout to preceed, passes frontendNumber
rpc client call(rpc conn master crate, RPC READY FOR READOUT,
frontendNumber);
5.2.4 end of run()
This routine gets executed at the end of every run. This routine consists
code for:
• The WFD cache is flushed
• disconnect the WFD client program
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5.2.5 read wfd event()
This is the most important routine that gets executed for every event in the
run. It is also called as loop readout routine. This routine calls several other
routines to read the data from WFD memory it in Midas Banks, Fitting
routines etc. This routine is organized as follows:
• Initializing the banks
bk init32(pevent);
• Code that loops through all the channels on the crate to read the
data count register and store it in an array to use it later to read the
data. This loop also contains code for data integrity check and set the
appropriate bit in the status word.
for( ch = 0 ; ch < WFD MAXCHANNELS ; ch++ )
{
if(wfd settings[ch].enabled == 1 )
{
no of words[ch] = wfd readDataCount( pStruck , ch );
}
}
• RPC call to indicate the magic-box frontend to go for data acquisition
• Loop to readout the data from all the channels on the WFD and fill in
the Midas Banks. Number of bytes to be read depends on the number
read out in the data count register in previous loop. In the Midas banks
we also store the number of words of data we requested from the WFD
channel and how much actually we have read, the status depending on
several checks is stored in the starting 3 words of each bank.
for( ch = 0 ; ch < WFD MAXCHANNELS ; ch++ )
{
if(wfd settings[ch].enabled == 1 )
{
bk create(pevent, bkName, TID DWORD, &pdata wfd);
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ndata wfd = wfd readData( pStruck, ch ,(u int32 t *)pdata wfd , no of words[ch]);
bk close val = bk close(pevent,pdata wfd);
}
}
• Code for data fitting
• RPC call to magic-box frontend to indicate now WFD Frontend is
ready for readout of next data segment available
5.2.6 wfd readDataCount()
This is the routine that is called in the loop readout routine to read the data
count register from a single channel in the WFD.
ret = vme A32D32 read(cratefd, base+channel number , &word);
This function is defined in the vmelibrary vmelib.cc, it will take the 32-bit
address as input and report the number of 32-bit words to be read from a
channel and stores in variable word.
5.2.7 wfd readData()
This is also the routine that is being called in the loop readout routine. This
routine is used to read the data from each channel of WFD. The number of
words to be read will be stored in data count register in WFD.
ret = vme A32MBLT64FIFO read(cratefd, base+channel number, in buf, buf size,
&got num of lwords);
This function is also defined in the vme library, it takes as input a 32-bit
address and returns requested number of 64-bit data words.
5.3 Software Testing
Software can operate either in debug mode or experiment mode. In the debug
mode the frontend read data from a file rather than hardware. This mode
has been very helpful for testing the code in the absence of hardware. I have
done unit testing first to check the individual operations. After checking for
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their correct operation, I have conducted various rate tests to evaluate the
performance of these frontends together and also found the maximum data
rate that can be handled by our frontend. I have used ‘gdb’ to resolve the
memory leak and dangling pointer issues. Integration test has been done
after the unit testing. I used an iterative process while integrating various
DAQ components, integrating a new component in each step.
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6 Conclusion
Data acquisition system for the µLan experiment has been deployed at the
Paul Scherrer Institut. The experiment will measure the positive muon life-
time about one part per million. The data acquisition must handle both very
high data rates. I have developed, tested and deployed the DAQ in stages as
follows:
At Nuclear Physics Laboratory in University of Kentucky, I have setup a
mock experiment in order to develop and test the DAQ components. Ini-
tially I have tested programs individually with simulated data read from a
file instead of hardware. Next I tested each software component by reading
actual hardware. After performing unit testing, I performed integration test-
ing by testing the interoperation with multiple frontends.
Finally I have deployed the whole DAQ successfully at Paul Scherrer Institut
in Villigen, Switzerland. In fall 2005 run, 8 x 1010 muons were collected.
The goal of the µLan lifetime is to measure the positive muon lifetime to the
precision of 1 ppm, with the data collected in fall 2005 run the muon lifetime
can be measured with 3-4 ppm. During the run, we faced several difficulties
like eventbuilder crash, WFD data formatting errors, high DAQ datatime.

































// header file for rpc commumication 
#define  DEFINE_RPC_LIST 
#include "rpc_mulan.h" 
 
//Variable that defines the maximum number of WFD's per crate 
#define MAXMOD 20  
 
/* to use parallel port    */ 
#define USE_PPORT 
 
/* to print COMMENTS or Debugging statements    */ 
//#define MYDEBUG 
 
//#define WFDNAME "WFD04" 
#define WFDNAME (*equipment).name 
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// geographic registers 
u_int32_t SLOTREG = 0x7ffff; 
 
// ADDED BY RAM TO SPLIT 32 BIT ADDRESS TO 4 8-BIT ADDRESSES 
u_int8_t bytes[4]; 
 





 BUNCH OF GLOBAL VARIABLES DECLARED BY RAM ON JUN14, 05 TO USE 
IN  WFD ROUTINES************************************************/ 
 
u_int32_t WFD_START_STOP = 0x7fbe3; 
u_int32_t WFD_SET_TT_BASE = 0X7fbeb; 
u_int32_t WFD_RESET_FIFO = 0x7fbf3; 
u_int32_t WFD_RESET_FILL = 0x7fbe3; 
u_int32_t WFD_ENABLE_DISABLE_CH = 0x7fbe7; 
u_int32_t WFD_PRESAMPLE_BASE = 0x7fb87; 
u_int32_t WFD_DATABLOCKCOUNT_BASE = 0x7fb77; 
u_int32_t WFD_CLEAR_MOD_BASE = 0x7fff7; 
u_int32_t WFD_PERSONALITY = 0x7fbff; 
u_int32_t WFD_DATACOUNT_BASE = 0x7ff63; 
u_int32_t WFD_DATA_BASE = 0x7ff73; 
u_int32_t WFD_ELEVATION_BASE = 0x7fbb7; 
u_int32_t WFD_ANALOG_THRESHOLD_BASE = 0x7fba7; 
u_int32_t WFD_CSRS2 = 0x7fbf7; 
u_int32_t WFD_CSR_CTR1 = 0x7fbcb; 





// master crate handle and event number 
HNDLE rpc_conn_master_crate; 
INT   event_number; 
int   readoutready; 
 
/* shared memory offsets for control words */ 
 
int MASTER_INIT      = 0; 
int MASTER_RDY       = 1; 
int MASTER_END       = 3; 
int MASTER_DONE_READ = 4; 
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int MASTER_DONE_COMP = 5; 
 
 
#ifdef  USE_PPORT 
#define PARALLEL_PORT0 0x378 
#else 
#define PARALLEL_PORT0 "/dev/null" 
#endif 
 
#ifdef  USE_PPORT 
#define PARALLEL_PORT1 (0x378+1) 
#else 
#define PARALLEL_PORT1 "/dev/null" 
#endif 
 
/* this selects data input from file versus vme */ 
//#define DATAFROMFILE 
FILE           *midasfile; 
 
#ifdef DEBUG  
#define ds_printf(x,y,str...) ss_printf(x,y,str) 
#else        /* normal operation */ 




/*-- Globals -------------------------------------------------------*/ 
 
/* The frontend name (client name) as seen by other MIDAS clients   */ 
char *frontend_name      = "fewfdslave"; 
/* The frontend file name, don't change it */ 
char *frontend_file_name = __FILE__; 
/* frontend revision */ 
char *frontend_revision = "$Revision: 1.10 $"; 
/* frontend_loop is called periodically if this variable is TRUE    */ 
BOOL frontend_call_loop  = FALSE; 
/* a frontend status page is displayed with this frequency in ms    */ 
INT display_period       = 3000; 
/* interrupt handling  */ 
BOOL interrupts_enabled = FALSE; 
void (*interrupt_handler)() = NULL; 
INT nInterrupt =0; 
int readytostart; 
int pollevcounter = 0; 
extern int run_state; 
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#define FRONTEND_REVISION     1 





// buffer size to hold events  
INT   event_buffer_size    = EVENT_BUFFER_SIZE; //Variable defined in midas.h 
INT   max_event_size       = MAX_EVENT_SIZE;    //Variable defined in midas.h 
INT   max_event_size_frag  = 0; 
//INT   max_event_size_frag  = (WFD_MAXCHANNELS+1)*64*1024;  
 
//local to this file  
static HNDLE dbHandle=0; // experiment data base  
 
static INT sFD  = -1;   // STRUCK interface device file descriptor 












int  frontendNumber,eventCounter = 0; 
 
static WFD_SETTINGS wfd_settings[WFD_MAXCHANNELS];            //structure for 
channel settings 
static MODULE_SETTINGS module_settings[MAXMOD];               //structure for 
hardware slot settings 
static WFD_SOFT_SETTINGS wfd_soft_settings[WFD_MAXCHANNELS];  //structure 
for software settings 
static GLOBAL_MODULE_SETTINGS global_module;                  //structure for global 
slot settings 
static WFD_SETTINGS global_wfd;                               //structure for global channel 
settings 
static WFD_SOFT_SETTINGS global_wfd_soft;                     //structure for global 
software settings 
static WFDHandle  wfd[WFD_MAXCHANNELS];                   
static WFD_BANKS wfd_banks;                                   //structure for bank settings 
static WFD_MODE wfd_mode;                                     //structure for mode settings 
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static WFD_STATUS_SETTINGS wfd_status_settings[MAXMOD];       //strcuture for 
frontend status settings 
static RUNEND_STATUS_SETTINGS runend_status_settings[MAXMOD]; //structure 
for writing DCM status at end of run 
 
// old wfd synchronization 
int enableDaqStart=0; 
int event_needed=0,wfd_readoutstarted=0; 
int wfdready = 0; 
 
// WFD crate information 




  BOOL  enabled; 
  HNDLE conn; 
  int   ready; 
  BOOL  synchronous;  
}; 
struct CrateInfo WFDcrate[NUMWFDCRATES+1]; 
 
#define MAX_WFD_LEN 0x10000 /* FIXME */ 
 
#define STROFFSET 'a'   // Used in defining bank names  
 
/*-- Function declarations -----------------------------------------*/ 
INT frontend_init(); 
INT frontend_exit(); 
INT begin_of_run(INT run_number, char *error); 
INT end_of_run(INT run_number, char *error); 
INT pause_run(INT run_number, char *error); 
INT resume_run(INT run_number, char *error); 
INT frontend_loop(); 
INT read_wfd_event(char *pevent, INT off); 
INT rpc_start_of_readout(INT index, void *prpc_param[]); // use if slave 
 
/* wfd functions */ 
int  initWFD(HNDLE hDB ); 
void updateWFD(HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* INFO); 
void updateGlobalChannel(HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* INFO); 
void updateGlobalModule(HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* INFO); 
void updateGlobalSoftSettings(HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* INFO); 
int  getDaqState(HNDLE hDB); 
void updateBANKS(HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* INFO); 
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// Additions on Sep13,05 
void     write_wfd_status(); 
DWORD    getWfdDateCode(int); 
DWORD    getWfdBoardId(int); 
DWORD    getWfdFrontendRevision(); 
DWORD    getWfdDataformatRevision(); 
u_int8_t getWfdBar(int); 
int      overflow(int, DWORD ); 
//Additions on Sep18,05 
void     write_wfd_runend_status(); 
void     update_wfd_runend_status( int slot_no ); 
void     check_DCM_run_begin( WFDHandle hnd, int slot_no ); 
void     check_DCM_run_end( WFDHandle hnd, int slot_no ); 
int      wfd_checkDCM(WFDHandle hnd, int slot); 
void     wfd_resetDCM(WFDHandle hnd, int slot); 
void     check_enabled_channels(int slot_no); 
//Addition on Sep20,05 
void     wfd_resetOneFifo(WFDHandle hnd, int ch ); 
//Addition on Sep25,05 
void    set_csr_ctr0(int); 
void    set_csr_ctr1(int); 
// Coincidence Functions  
int      convert(int aqhp1,int aqhp2,int dTime); 
void     FindCoincidence(char *pevent); 
 
// Compressor functions */ 
int        GetFill(); 
int        GetBank(char *, unsigned int **); 
int        DecodeBankNew(DWORD *, WORD); 
int        defFit(int,int,int,int,int); 
int        fillRawBank(int,int,DWORD *); 
int        fillFEBank(DWORD,int,int*); 
INLINE INT fake_wfd_Read(WFDHandle,u_int32_t*); 
 
INLINE int setPP(char v, INT usec) {  
  outb(v,PARALLEL_PORT0); 
  if(usec) usleep(usec);  
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/*-- Equipment list ------------------------------------------------*/ 
EQUIPMENT equipment[] = { 
  {  
    "WFDSLAVE",               /* equipment name         */ 
    { 
      // Event Id Value is set based on compile time arguments 
      1, TRIGGER_ALL, 
      //EVID, 0,              /* event ID, trigger mask */ 
      "BUF",                  /* event buffer           */ 
      //"SYSTEM",                  /* event buffer           */ 
      //EVBUFFER,          /* event buffer           */ 
      EQ_INTERRUPT | EQ_EB,   /* equipment type */ 
      //EQ_INTERRUPT,   /* equipment type */ 
      //EQ_POLLED | EQ_EB,   /* equipment type */ 
      //EQ_INTERRUPT,       /* equipment type */ 
      LAM_SOURCE(0, 0xFFFFFF),/* event source           */ 
      //0,                 /* event source           */ 
      "MIDAS",           /* format                 */ 
      TRUE,              /* enabled                */ 
      RO_RUNNING, //|RO_EOR,        /* read when running      */ 
#ifdef DATAFROMFILE 
      1001,                /* read every 23ms        */ 
#else 
      2000,                /* read every 23ms        */ 
#endif 
      0,                 /* stop run after #events */ 
      0,                 /* number of sub events   */ 
      0,                 /* don't log history      */ 
      "", "", "", 
    }, 
    read_wfd_event,      /* readout routine        */ 
  }, 
  { ""  








  HNDLE hDB, hkey; 
  char bankname[128]; 
  char wfdname[10]; 
  char STRUCK_DEV[25]; 
  char modename[128]; 
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  void* INFO=NULL; 
 
  int dmalen[]={1,1}; //ADDED ON JUN21,05 TO USE FOR STRUCK PATCH 
  int ret;            //ADDED ON JUN21,05 TO USE FOR STRUCK PATCH 
 
  WFD_BANKS_STR(wfd_banks_str); 
  WFD_MODE_STR(wfd_mode_str); 
 
 
  // open STRUCK interface 
  if( ( pStruck = open("/dev/sis1100",O_RDWR,0) ) < 0 ) { 
    printf("error opening the Struck interface"); 
  } 
   
  /**** STRUCK PATCH ADDED ON JUN21,05 ********/ 
  ret = ioctl(pStruck,SIS1100_MINDMALEN,dmalen); 
  if(ret!=0) 
  { 
    printf("FAILED TO SET MINDMALEN FOR READS AND WRITES TO 0\n"); 
    exit(-2); 
  } 
  /*******************************************/ 
 
 
  // frontend index from -i option  
  INT frontend_index = get_frontend_index(); 
 
  // construct frontend name from equipment name and frontend index 
  // Start master wfd with -i 0 to define the master wfd name  
  // as WFD and start the slave wfd's with -i 1 etc to define 
  // the slave wfd's as WFD01, WFD02, etc. 
  
  if(frontend_index > 0) 
    sprintf(wfdname,"%s%02d",WFDNAME,frontend_index);   
  else 
    sprintf(wfdname,"%s",WFDNAME); 
 
  cm_msg(MINFO  ,frontend_name,"%s %s started"  ,frontend_name,wfdname); 
 
 
  // Determine the Frontend Number for Bank Names 
  if(!strcmp(wfdname,"WFD")) frontendNumber = 0; 
  else if(!strcmp(wfdname,"WFDSLAVE01"))  frontendNumber =1; 
  else if(!strcmp(wfdname,"WFDSLAVE02"))  frontendNumber =2; 
  else if(!strcmp(wfdname,"WFDSLAVE03"))  frontendNumber =3; 
  else if(!strcmp(wfdname,"WFDSLAVE04"))  frontendNumber =4; 
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  else if(!strcmp(wfdname,"WFDSLAVE05"))  frontendNumber =5; 
  else if(!strcmp(wfdname,"WFDSLAVE06"))  frontendNumber =6; 
  else frontendNumber = 7; 
  // fix this ?? skc 
  // frontendNumber--; 
 
  // Defining strings for ODB entries 
  strcpy(bankname,"/Equipment/"); 
  strcat(bankname,wfdname); 
  strcat(bankname,"/Settings/Banks"); 
   
  strcpy(modename,"/Equipment/"); 
  strcat(modename,wfdname); 
  strcat(modename,"/Settings/Mode"); 
   
  // register rpc functions for a slave 
  rpc_register_functions(rpc_list_mulan, NULL); 
  rpc_register_function(RPC_START_OF_READOUT, rpc_start_of_readout); 
  readytostart = 0; 
   
  // register rpc functions for a master 
  /* 
  rpc_register_functions(rpc_list_mulan, NULL); 
  rpc_register_function(RPC_READY_FOR_READOUT, rpc_ready_for_readout); 
  */ 
 
  // open frontend 
  printf("\n\nfrontend_init:\n"); 
 
  if (ioperm(PARALLEL_PORT0, 3, 1)) { /*open parallel port  */ 
    perror("parallel port opening error");  
    return FE_ERR_HW; 
  } 
   
   
  if(Struck) 
    strcpy(STRUCK_DEV,"/dev/sis1100"); 
  else 
    strcpy(STRUCK_DEV,"/dev/null"); 
   
  if((sFD=open(STRUCK_DEV    ,O_RDWR, 0))<0) {/*open STRUCK interface*/ 
    perror("struck device open");  
    return FE_ERR_HW; 
  } 
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  // Getting the handle for the experiment for initializing wfd mode and bank settings 
  cm_get_experiment_database(&hDB, NULL); 
   
  db_create_record(hDB, 0, modename,strcomb(wfd_mode_str)); 
  db_find_key(hDB, 0, modename, &hkey); 
   
  if (db_open_record(hDB, hkey, &wfd_mode, sizeof(wfd_mode), MODE_READ, 
updateBANKS,NULL) != DB_SUCCESS) 
    { 
      cm_msg(MERROR, "frontend_init", "Cannot open mode settings in ODB"); 
      return 0; 
    } 
   
  db_create_record(hDB, 0, bankname,strcomb(wfd_banks_str));  
  db_find_key(hDB, 0, bankname, &hkey); 
   
  if (db_open_record(hDB, hkey, &wfd_banks, sizeof(wfd_banks), MODE_READ, 
updateBANKS,NULL) != DB_SUCCESS) 
    { 
      cm_msg(MERROR, "frontend_init", "Cannot open bank settings in ODB"); 
      return 0; 
    } 
   
  updateBANKS(hDB,hkey,INFO); 
   
  // Getting the handle for the experiment for initializing the frontend 
  cm_get_experiment_database(&dbHandle, NULL); 
   
  // initialize the WFD database and WFD hardware 
  if( initWFD(dbHandle) != FE_SUCCESS )  
    { 
      printf("\nfrontend_init(): initWFD error\n"); 
      return(FE_ERR_HW); 
    } 
   
  cm_msg(MINFO  ,frontend_name,"%s started"  ,frontend_revision); 
  fprintf(stdout,"%s %s started"  ,frontend_name,frontend_revision); 
  cm_msg(MINFO  ,frontend_name,"%s started"  ,wfdname); 
   
  write_wfd_status(); 
  write_wfd_runend_status(); 
 
  return FE_SUCCESS; 
} 
 
/*-- update BANKS and frontend mode -------------------------------------*/ 
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void updateBANKS (HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* INFO) 
{ 
 
  // Bank Settings from ODB 
  RAWSegBankOn   =  wfd_banks.rawsegbank; 
  PairBankOn     =  wfd_banks.pairbank; 
  RawEventBankOn =  wfd_banks.rawbank; 
  SamplingRate   =  wfd_banks.srate; 
  FITBankOn      =  wfd_banks.fitbank; 
  // Mode Settings from ODB 
  Periodic       =  wfd_mode.periodic; 
  Polled         =  wfd_mode.polled; 
  Parallel       =  wfd_mode.parallel; 
  Struck         =  wfd_mode.struck; 
 
 
  if(Periodic){ 
    (*equipment).info.eq_type = EQ_PERIODIC; 
  } 
 
  if(Polled){ 
    (*equipment).info.eq_type = EQ_POLLED; 
  }   
 
  //printf("Bank switches, RAW SEG = %d,  FIT 
Bank=%d\n",RAWSegBankOn,FITBankOn); 
  //printf("Bank switches, Raw Ev Bk =%d, Pair Bank = 
%d\n",RawEventBankOn,PairBankOn); 
  //  printf("Bank switches, Compressed Bank = %d\n",CompressedBankOn); 
  //printf("Mode switches, PERIODIC = %d, POLLED=%d\n",Periodic,Polled); 
  //printf("Mode switches, PARALLEL = %d, STRUCK=%d\n",Parallel,Struck); 










  char Str[512]; 
  BOOL nov=0; 
  HNDLE hDB; 
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  cm_get_experiment_database(&hDB, NULL); 
 
  // close STRUCK interface 
  if( close(pStruck) < 0 )  
    { 
      printf("error closing the Struck interface"); 
    } 
 
    if (ioperm(PARALLEL_PORT0, 3, 0))  
      { /*close parallel port  */ 
 perror("parallel port closing error");  
 return FE_ERR_HW; 
      } 
 
  close(sFD);    /* close STRUCK interface */ 
 
  sprintf(Str,"/Equipment/%s/Common/Enabled",WFDNAME); 
  db_set_value(hDB, 0, Str, &nov,sizeof(nov), 1,TID_BOOL); 
 
  return FE_SUCCESS; 
} 
 
/*-- Begin of Run --------------------------------------------------*/ 
INT begin_of_run(INT run_number, char *error) 
{ 
  int       status;   
  int       ch ; //channel loopover variable 
  int       iSlot; 
  DWORD     *pdata_wfd; //for accessing databanks 
  int       ndata_wfd = -1; 
  pdata_wfd = malloc(MAX_WFD_LEN*sizeof(pdata_wfd)); 
 
  status = cm_connect_client("femagic", &rpc_conn_master_crate); 
   
  switch(status) 
    { 
    case CM_SUCCESS : 
      printf("\n Connected Successfully\n"); 
      break; 
       
    case CM_NO_CLIENT : 
      printf("\n Client name not found \n"); 
      break; 
       
    case RPC_NET_ERROR: 
      printf("\n Network error  \n"); 
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      break; 
       
    case RPC_NO_CONNECTION: 
      printf("\n Maximum number of connections exceeded \n"); 
      break; 
       
    case RPC_NOT_REGISTERED: 
      printf("\n cm_connect_experiment() has not been \n"); 
      break; 
       
    default: 
      printf("\n Un Known Error in cm_connect_client called \n"); 
    }  
   
  rpc_set_option(rpc_conn_master_crate, RPC_OTRANSPORT, RPC_FTCP); 
  //  update midas? 
  rpc_set_option(rpc_conn_master_crate, RPC_NODELAY, TRUE); 
   
  // call rpc_ready_for_readout in master crate to indicate ready 
  // for readout in wfd crate cratenum (frontendNumber) 
   
   
#ifdef DATAFROMFILE 
  // Open file  
  filename="/home/mulan/mulan/analyzer/new_wfd/22715.mid"; 
  //filename="/home/mulan/Fall2004_data/run22715.mid"; 
  //filename="/home/mulan/mulandaq/mulanfeold/20ms-segment.mid"; 
//"/data/run01179.mid"; 
  midasfile = fopen(filename,"rb"); 
  if (midasfile == NULL) { 
    ds_printf(0,19,"cannot open file %s\n",filename); 
    return -1; 
  } 
  ds_printf(0,19,"opened file %s\n",filename); 
   
#endif  
   
  for( ch = 0 ; ch < WFD_MAXCHANNELS ; ch++ ) 
  { 
     
    if(wfd_settings[ch].enabled == 1 ) 
      {  
 no_of_stalewords[ch] = wfd_readDataCount( pStruck , ch ); 
 ndata_wfd = wfd_readData( pStruck, ch ,(u_int32_t *)pdata_wfd , 
no_of_stalewords[ch]); 
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      } 
  } 
 
 
   
  //ADDED BY RAM  ON JUL27,05 
  for( ch = 0 ; ch < WFD_MAXCHANNELS ; ch++ ) 
    { 
      if(wfd_settings[ch].enabled == 1 ) 
 {  
    
   wfd_getDataBlockCount( pStruck , ch); 
   if(ch%4 == 0 )  
     { 
       // KRL: I switched the order of these to do a debugging test... 
       // wfd_resetFifo( pStruck, ch/4 + 2 ); 
       wfd_resetFill( pStruck, ch/4 + 2 ); 
       wfd_resetFifo( pStruck, ch/4 + 2 ); 
     } 
 } 
    } 
   
  //Added on Sep18,05 
  for ( iSlot = 2 ; iSlot <= MAXMOD ; iSlot++ ) 
    { 
      check_DCM_run_begin(pStruck, iSlot); 
      check_enabled_channels(iSlot); 
      set_csr_ctr0(iSlot); 
      set_csr_ctr1(iSlot); 
    } 
 
  // moved to after the resetfill, resetfifo, etc, by tpg 2 Oct 05    
 
  // allows next segments acquisition to preceed, passes frontendNumber 
  rpc_client_call(rpc_conn_master_crate, RPC_GO_FOR_READOUT, frontendNumber); 
  // allows next segments readout to preceed, passes frontendNumber 
  rpc_client_call(rpc_conn_master_crate, RPC_READY_FOR_READOUT, 
frontendNumber); 
   
 
  return SUCCESS; 
} 
 
/*-- End of Run ----------------------------------------------------*/ 
INT end_of_run(INT run_number, char *error) 
{   
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  int  iSlot,ch; 
  int  fe_index; 
  char buf_name[8]; 
  int  ret_bfc; 
 
#ifdef DATAFROMFILE 
  // Close .mid file 
  fclose(midasfile); 
#endif 
 
  //ADDED BY RAM  ON JUL27,05 
  for( ch = 0 ; ch < WFD_MAXCHANNELS ; ch++ ) 
    { 
      if(wfd_settings[ch].enabled == 1 ) 
 {     
   wfd_getDataBlockCount( pStruck , ch); 
 } 
    } 
   
  //Added on Sep18,05 
  for( iSlot = 2 ; iSlot <= MAXMOD ; iSlot++ ) 
    check_DCM_run_end(pStruck, iSlot); 
 
  fe_index = get_frontend_index(); 
  sprintf(buf_name, "BUF%02d", fe_index ); 
  ret_bfc = bm_flush_cache(equipment[0].buffer_handle, SYNC); 
  if( ret_bfc != BM_SUCCESS ) 
    { 
      printf("Cannot flush cache for %s\n", buf_name); 
      cm_msg(MERROR, "fewd-slave:end_of_run", "Cannot flush cache for %s", 
buf_name); 
    } 
  else if( ret_bfc == BM_SUCCESS ) 
    { 
      printf("Flushed the cache for %s\n",buf_name); 
      cm_msg(MINFO, "fewd-slave:end_of_run", " Flushed the cache for cache for %s", 
buf_name); 
    } 
   
   
  // slave wfd disconnections 
  cm_disconnect_client(rpc_conn_master_crate,0); 
 
 
  return SUCCESS; 
} 
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/*-- Pause Run -----------------------------------------------------*/ 
INT pause_run(INT run_number, char *error) 
{ 
   
  if(Periodic) 
    { 
      setPP(1,10); 
    }  
  return SUCCESS; 
} 
 
/*-- Resume Run ----------------------------------------------------*/ 
INT resume_run(INT run_number, char *error) 
{ 
   
  if(Periodic) 
    { 
      setPP(0,10); 
    }  
  else if(Polled) 
    { 
      // setPP(1,0); // set gate generator running 
      // setPP(0,0); // by logic pulse on parallel port 
    } 
   
  // send start to data acquisition 
  enableDaqStart=1; 
   





/* Dummy routines */ 
INT interrupt_configure(INT cmd, INT s, PTYPE adr)  
{ 
   
  switch (cmd)  
    { 
      case CMD_INTERRUPT_ENABLE: 
 interrupts_enabled = TRUE; 
 break; 
    case CMD_INTERRUPT_DISABLE: 
      interrupts_enabled = FALSE; 
      break; 
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    case CMD_INTERRUPT_ATTACH: 
 interrupt_handler = (void (*)(void)) adr; 
 break; 
    case CMD_INTERRUPT_DETACH: 
      interrupts_enabled = FALSE; 
      interrupt_handler = NULL; 
      break; 
    } 






  //Exit immediately if no run in progress 
  if (run_state != STATE_RUNNING)  
    { 
      return SUCCESS; 
    } 
   






INT poll_event(INT source, INT count, BOOL test) 
{ 
  /*  
     Polling routine for events. Returns TRUE if event 
     is available. If test equals TRUE, don't return. The test 
     flag is used to time the polling  
*/ 
  DWORD lam; 
  int i; 
  // char inpNum;  
  // u_int8_t EORmask=0x01; 
  u_int8_t temp, PAUSEmask=0x02; 
   
  pollevcounter++; 
  //ss_printf(5,15,"polling counter %d readout ready %d",pollevcounter,readoutready); 
  lam = 0; 
   
  if (!test){ 
    count = 1; 
  } 
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  // set absolute address register for top-level in magic box 
  // mb_setval(mb_add_aar,mb_add_reggrp_toplevel);  
   
  for( i = 0 ; i < count ; i++ ) 
    { 
      // poll successful if both software (readoutready) and 
      // hardware (PARALLEL_PORT1) are ready. readoutready 
      // is true of all wfd frontends have reported ready. 
       
      if (run_state == STATE_RUNNING)  
 { 
   if( !test )  
     { 
        
       //lam = ( inb(PARALLEL_PORT1)  & ((char)64) ); // polling gate generator 
       //mb_geatval(&temp,mb_add_topstatus);       
       lam = ( temp  & PAUSEmask ); 
       //lam = ( temp  & EORmask ); 
       //ss_printf(1,21,"poll_event: poll   = %d",pollevcounter); 
       //ss_printf(1,22,"poll_event: status = %d",temp); 
       //ss_printf(1,23+lam/2,"poll_event: lam = %d poll = %d",lam,pollevcounter);       
        
       readoutready = 1; // for master only testing 
       if ( readoutready && lam )  
  { 
    pollevcounter = 0; 
    readoutready = 0; 
    return lam; 
  } 
     } 
 } 
       
    } 
   




  Readout routines for different events 
\********************************************************************/ 
 
/*-- Event readout -------------------------------------------------*/ 
INT read_wfd_event(char *pevent, INT off) 
{ 
  int       m=0; 
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  DWORD     *pdata; 
  DWORD     *ptemp; 
  INT       ndata=-1; 
  DWORD     nReadOut=0; 
 
  /***** ADDED BY RAM ON JUN13, 05 ****************************/ 
  u_int32_t no_of_words[WFD_MAXCHANNELS]; // datacount read from 
wfd_readDataCount function 
  //u_int32_t no_of_words_doublecheck,no_of_words_triplecheck; 
  int       ch;          //loopover variable for all channels in WFD 
  DWORD     *pdata_wfd; //for accessing databanks 
  DWORD     *pdata_status; //for accessing status 
  DWORD     *psave_wfd[WFD_MAXCHANNELS]; //for saving pointers to data 
locations 
  int       ndata_wfd = -1; 
  DWORD     bk_close_val; 
  //DWORD tmp1,tmp2; 
  //int       ndata_wfd_temp1; 
  //int       ndata_wfd_temp2; 
  //int       i,num; 
  //int       siz; 
  //int       flag = 0; 
  //############################ 
  int ret_bfc; 
  static int flush_repeater = 0; 
 
#ifdef DATAFROMFILE 
  DWORD     *praw; 
  //DWORD     offsetsize=10, headsize=1; 
  DWORD     nFreshOut=1000; 
  static DWORD ndataOld[WFD_MAXCHANNELS]; 
  static DWORD dataOld[WFD_MAXCHANNELS][MAX_WFD_LEN]; 
  DWORD     *pdataOld; 
  INT       record; 
#endif 
 
  INT iev,uev,mev,fev,fevperchan,idata; 
 
  // Protection against readout after run has ended. 
  if (run_state != STATE_RUNNING)  
    { 
      bk_init32(pevent); 
      return bk_size(pevent); 
    } 
 
  // no sub-events 
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  nReadOut = ((EVENT_HEADER *)pevent - 1)->serial_number;  
 
  // initialize banks 
  bk_init32(pevent); 
 
 
  // allows next segments acquisition to preceed, passes frontendNumber. 
  // called after incrementing segment counter and reading available data  
  // from the boston wfd when acquisition is inactive  i.e. should  
  // read data count before this call and read available data after this 






//WRITTEN  BY RAM ON JUN10,05 
//MODIFIED ON JUN15,05 - MOVED RPC CALL OUT OF LOOP 
 
 
  setPP(1,0); 
 
  for( ch = 0 ; ch < WFD_MAXCHANNELS ; ch++ ) 
  { 
     
    if(wfd_settings[ch].enabled == 1 ) 
      {  
 channel_status[ch] = 0x00000000; 
  
 no_of_words[ch] = wfd_readDataCount( pStruck , ch ); 
 
        
//###################################################################### 
 //if( no_of_words[ch] + 5 > 0x13ffc ) 
 if( overflow(ch,no_of_words[ch]) ) 
   { 
     ss_printf(1,16,"BUFFER FULL, event = %d",equipment[0].serial_number); 




 if( no_of_words[ch] % 5 ) 
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 /* 
 no_of_words_doublecheck  = wfd_readDataCount( pStruck , ch ); 
 
 if( no_of_words[ch] != no_of_words_doublecheck) 
 
   ss_printf(1,18,"DATA COUNT UNSTABLE, event = %d, first %d second %d!" 





 if(ch%4 == 3) // <---uncommented for loop readout 10-19-05 DMW and changed 
==0 to ==3 




      } 
  } 
  
  setPP(0,0); 
  rpc_client_call(rpc_conn_master_crate, RPC_GO_FOR_READOUT, frontendNumber); 
// <---uncommented for loop readout 10-19-05 DMW 
  setPP(1,0); 
  for( ch = 0 ; ch < WFD_MAXCHANNELS ; ch++ ) 
  { 
    char bkName[8]; 
    if(wfd_settings[ch].enabled == 1 ) 
      { 
 sprintf(bkName,"B%1d%c%1d",frontendNumber,(char)ch/4+2+STROFFSET-
1,(ch%4)); 
 bk_create(pevent, bkName, TID_DWORD, &pdata_wfd); 
   
        *pdata_wfd = no_of_words[ch]*2; // STORING REQUESTED WORDS IN 
BANK(no. of 32-bit words) 
 pdata_wfd += 3;                 // MOVING POINTER TWO LOCATIONS AHEAD 
FOR STORING ACTUAL DATA 
  
 ndata_wfd = wfd_readData( pStruck, ch ,(u_int32_t *)pdata_wfd , 
no_of_words[ch]); 
 
 pdata_wfd -= 2;                     // COMING BACK TWO LOCATIONS TO STORE 
THE NUMBER OF WORDS RETURNED BY READ 
 *pdata_wfd = ndata_wfd;             // STORING THE NUMBER OF WORDS 
READ 
 pdata_wfd += 1; 
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 //if( no_of_words[ch] + 5 > 0x13ffc ) 
 if( overflow(ch, no_of_words[ch]) ) 
   channel_status[ch] |= 0x00000001; 
  
 *pdata_wfd = channel_status[ch]; 
 
 pdata_status = pdata_wfd; 




   if (*(pdata_wfd+8)!=0x00000000) { 
     ss_printf(6*(ch%16),ch/16+10,"err%02d",ch); 
            *pdata_status = *pdata_status | 0x80000000; 
   } 
   if ( ((0x0000ffff)&(*(pdata_wfd+9))==0x0000ffff) || 
((0xffff0000)&(*(pdata_wfd+9))==0xffff0000) ) { 
     ss_printf(6*(ch%16),ch/16+16,"frr%02d",ch); 
            *pdata_status = *pdata_status | 0xf0000000; 
   } 
 
         
 // THIS CHUNK OF CODE IS USED TO SAVE THE POINTERS OF THE 
DATA LOCATIONS PRESENT IN BANK 
 if(ndata_wfd <= 0)  
 {  
   psave_wfd[ch] = 0; 
   ds_printf(0,10,"RDER: ev#%8ld %8d words",nReadOut,ndata_wfd); 
 }  
 else if(ndata_wfd < MAX_WFD_LEN)  
 { 
   psave_wfd[ch] = pdata_wfd - 3;   // -3 is to store pointer before req and got 
words and status word 
 
          //for (idata = 0; idata<ndata_wfd;idata++){ 
   //  if (*(pdata_wfd+idata)==0xffffffff) 
ss_printf(6*(ch%16),ch/16+10,"err%02d",ch); 
   //} 
 
   pdata_wfd +=ndata_wfd; 
 }  
 else  
 { 
   psave_wfd[ch] = 0; 
   ds_printf(0,9 ,"SZER: ev#%8ld %8d words",nReadOut,ndata_wfd); 
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 } 
 
 *pdata_wfd = no_of_stalewords[ch]; 
        pdata_wfd++; 
 
        bk_close_val = bk_close(pevent,pdata_wfd); 
 
        //############################################################# 
 //if( no_of_words[ch] + 5 > 0x13ffc ) 
 // KRL, Sept 21, 2005 
 // This is what we should be doing .... 
 //if( overflow(ch, no_of_words[ch] ) ) 
 //wfd_resetOneFifo( pStruck, ch ); 
  
 
 if( ch%4 == 3 ) { 
   // .... but to work around a firmware bug, we will always 
   // clear out the FIFOs at the end of the segment ... take 
   // the reset FIFO line out when the bugs are fixed 
   //wfd_resetFill( pStruck, ch/4+2 ); <---commented out for loop readout 10-19-05 
DMW 
   // KRL: we had this saying ch, not ch/4+2 ... that defeated the point 
 
   // special test to re-write the data blockcount 
   //wfd_setDataBlockCountTest(pStruck,ch,4); 
 
   //wfd_resetFifo(pStruck, ch/4+2);<---commented out for loop readout 10-19-05 
DMW 
 
   // resetFill always needs to be done at end.   
   // KRL: it should go here, but I moved it up to do a 
   // debugging test on the hardware  






      } 
 
  } 
 
  setPP(0,0); 
   
  //rpc_client_call(rpc_conn_master_crate, RPC_GO_FOR_READOUT, 
frontendNumber);  <---commented out for loop readout 10-19-05 DMW 
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  // Generation of fitted events, coincidence events 
  for(m=0;m<WFD_MAXCHANNELS;m++)  
    {  
      char bkName[8]; 
      int countf; 
 
      uev = 0; 
      mev = 0; 
      fev = 0; 
  
      if(wfd_settings[m].enabled && (FITBankOn || PairBankOn))  
 {  
   sprintf(bkName,"F%1d%c%1d",frontendNumber,(char)((m/4)+2+STROFFSET-
1),(m%4)); 
 
       
   ptemp=psave_wfd[m]; 
      
   if(!ptemp)  
     continue; 
    
   // Unpack phases into mEvent[i].time, mEvent[i].length, mEvent[i].adc[j],  
   // get pointer to data ptemp and returns the event number mev 
   mev = DecodeBankNew(ptemp , wfd_settings[m].data_block_count); 
   if (mev < 0 )  
     printf("failed decoding bank events mev= %d\n",mev); 
    
#ifdef MYDEBUG         
   ds_printf(0,25,"  unpack events mev = %d\n",mev); 
#endif 
    
   //the event index mev starts from zero 
   //for total of mev+1 events  
 
      fevperchan = 0; 
      if (mev >= 0) 
 { 
   int created = 0; 
   DWORD *prawe; 
   char bkNew[8]; 
   for (iev = 0; iev <= mev; iev++,eventCounter++) 
     { 
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       countf = 
defFit(iev,fevperchan,wfd_soft_settings[m].threshold,wfd_soft_settings[m].leftwindow,w
fd_soft_settings[m].rightwindow); 
       
       if(RawEventBankOn) 
  { 
    if(!created)  
      { 
        // Create a Raw bank for the first time 
        
sprintf(bkNew,"R%1d%c%1d",frontendNumber,(char)m/4+2+STROFFSET-1,(m%4)); 
        bk_create(pevent, bkNew, TID_DWORD, &prawe); 
        created = 1; 
      } 
    // Fills the Raw Bank 
    *prawe = mev;  //including the number of events in the Raw bank 
    *prawe++;       
    prawe += fillRawBank(iev,m,prawe); 
    if(eventCounter == SamplingRate)  
      eventCounter=0; 
  } 
       fevperchan += countf; 
     } 
    
   if(created && RawEventBankOn)  
     bk_close(pevent, prawe); 
 } 
      fev += fevperchan; 
       
#ifdef MYDEBUG 
      ds_printf(0,27,"  fitted events fev = %d\n",fev); 
#endif 
 
      // Fill banks 
      if (fevperchan > 0) 
 { 
   bk_create(pevent,bkName, TID_DWORD, &pdata); 
   ndata = fillFEBank(nReadOut,fevperchan,(u_int32_t *)pdata); 
   pdata += ndata; 
   bk_close(pevent, pdata); 
 } 
 }  
   } 
 
  if(PairBankOn) 
    { 
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     // Module to find the coincidences between banks 
     FindCoincidence(pevent); 
    } 
 
#ifdef MYDEBUG 
  ds_printf(0,29,"Size of Event = %8d bytes :: %f MB \n", 
         bk_size(pevent),(float)bk_size(pevent)/(1024*1024)); 
#endif 
 
  // at end of readout and processing then report 
  // wfd crate is ready for readout 
  // allows next segments readout to preceed, passes frontendNumber 
  rpc_client_call(rpc_conn_master_crate, 
RPC_READY_FOR_READOUT,frontendNumber); 
 
  // flush_repeater++; 
 
  //Added on Sep29,05 to check event builder stability 
  ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
  // { 
  //int ret_bfc; 
  // if( flush_repeater % 50 == 0 ) 
  // { 
    
      ret_bfc = bm_flush_cache(equipment[0].buffer_handle, SYNC); 
      if( ret_bfc != BM_SUCCESS ) 
 { 
   printf("Cannot flush cache for %s\n", equipment[0].buffer_handle); 
 } 
      else if( ret_bfc == BM_SUCCESS ) 
 { 
   //printf("Flushed the cache for %d\n",get_frontend_index()); 
 } 
      // } 
   // } 
  ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
  return bk_size(pevent); 
 
}// END OF read_wfd_event FUNCTION 
 
/*--- rpc functios ------------------ -----------------------------*/ 
 
 
INT rpc_start_of_readout(INT index, void *prpc_param[])  
{ 
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// rpc routine is called by master crate (femhtdc.c) 
// and generates an interrupt and initiates the readout 
 
  //event_number = CINT(0); 
 
  //rpc_client_call(rpc_conn_master_crate, RPC_READY_FOR_READOUT, 
frontendNumber); 
  //readytostart = 1; 
 
  if (interrupts_enabled)  
    { 
      (*interrupt_handler)(); 
    } 
 
  nInterrupt++; 
  //ss_printf(1,23,"Got An rpc %d\n",nInterrupt); 




/*--- Module to identify coincidences -----------------------------*/ 
 
void FindCoincidence(char *pevent) 
{ 
  int m; 
  int timelag=0,maxdiff=50; 
 
  for(m=0;m<WFD_MAXCHANNELS;m++) 
  { 
     int fev,sev,c1,c2; 
     char first[8],second[8]; 
     int created = 0; 
     char bkNew[8]; 
     int ec=0; 
     int dTime; 
 
     DWORD *praw,*pvalue=NULL; 
     DWORD *pfirst,*psecond; 
     DWORD time1,aqhp1; 
     DWORD time2,aqhp2; 
 
     timelag = wfd_soft_settings[m].timelag; 
     maxdiff = wfd_soft_settings[m].maxdiff; 
 
     //printf("%d : %d  : %d\n",m,timelag,maxdiff); 
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     //sprintf(first,"F%02d%d",(int)(m/4)+2,m%4); 
     sprintf(first,"F%1d%c%1d",frontendNumber,(char)m/4+2+STROFFSET,(m%4)); 
     m++; 
     sprintf(second,"F%1d%c%1d",frontendNumber,(char)m/4+2+STROFFSET,(m%4)); 
     //sprintf(second,"F%02d%d",(int)(m/4)+2,m%4); 
 
     fev=bk_locate(pevent,first,&pfirst); 
     sev=bk_locate(pevent,second,&psecond); 
 
     if(pfirst == NULL || psecond ==NULL) 
     { 
       //printf("Error in Locating Banks %s and %s \n",first,second); 
       continue; 
     } 
      
     if(fev==0 || sev==0) 
     { 
       //printf("Banks %s and %s Has no events in it\n",first,second); 
       continue; 
     }      
     fev = *pfirst++; sev=*psecond++; 
     c1=c2=-1; 
 
     time1 = *pfirst++; time2 = *psecond++; 
     aqhp1 = *pfirst++; aqhp2 = *psecond++; 
     c1++; c2++; 
      
     for(;(c1<fev)&&(c2<sev);){ 
 
         int coincidence = 0; 
         int timedifference; 
      
  timedifference = time1 - time2; 
  if( timedifference < 0)  
    timedifference = timedifference * -1; 
  if( timedifference <= (timelag + maxdiff)) 
    coincidence = 1 ; 
   if(coincidence){ 
      if(!created) { 
           sprintf(bkNew,"P%1d%c%1d",frontendNumber,(char)(m-
1)/4+2+STROFFSET,((m-1)%4)); 
    //sprintf(bkNew,"P%02d%d",(int)((m-1)/4)+2,(m-1)%4); 
    bk_create(pevent, bkNew, TID_DWORD, &praw); 
    created = 1; 
    pvalue=praw++; 
      } 
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      *praw++ = time1; ec++; 
 
      dTime = (time1 - time2) >> 2; 
      dTime = (dTime & 0x0000000f); 
 
      *praw++ = convert(aqhp1,aqhp2,dTime); 
 
      time1 = *pfirst++; time2 = *psecond++; 
      aqhp1 = *pfirst++; aqhp2 = *psecond++; 
      c1++; c2++; 
  } 
  else{ 
 
    if(time1>time2){ 
    time2 = *psecond++; 
    aqhp2 = *psecond++; 
    c2++; 
    } 
    else{ 
    time1 = *pfirst++; 
    aqhp1 = *pfirst++; 
    c1++;               
    } 
  }     
     } 
 
     if(created){ 
       *pvalue = ec; 
       bk_close(pevent, praw); 
     } 
  } 
 
  if(!FITBankOn) 
    { 
      for(m=0;m<WFD_MAXCHANNELS;m++) 
 { 
   if(wfd_settings[m].enabled) 
     { 
       int fev,sev; 
       char first[8],second[8]; 
 
       sprintf(first,"F%1d%c%1d",frontendNumber,(char)m/4+2+STROFFSET-
1,(m%4)); 
       m++; 
       sprintf(second,"F%1d%c%1d",frontendNumber,(char)m/4+2+STROFFSET-
1,(m%4)); 
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       fev=bk_delete(pevent,first); 
       if (fev == 0)  
  { 
    //printf("failed to delete bank in Find Coincidence %s\n",first); 
  } 
       sev=bk_delete(pevent,second); 
       if (sev == 0)  
  { 
    //printf("failed to delete bank in Find CoinCidence %s\n",second); 
  }  
     }      
 } 
    } 
} 
 
/*-- convert fitted data to pairing data----------------------------*/ 
 
int convert(int aqhp1,int aqhp2,int dTime) 
{ 
  int aqhp = (aqhp1 & 0xffff0000); 
  int height = (aqhp1 & 0x0000f000); 
  int pedestal = ((aqhp1 & 0x000000f0) << 4); 
 
  unsigned int Area1 = (((aqhp1) & 0xf0000000) >> 24); 
  unsigned int Area2 = (((aqhp2) & 0xf0000000) >> 24); 
  int dArea = (Area1>Area2)? (Area1 - Area2):(Area2 - Area1); 
 
  aqhp = aqhp | height | pedestal | dArea | dTime ; 
 
  return aqhp; 
} 
/*-- initWFD data base----------------------------------------------*/ 
 
int initWFD(HNDLE hDB) 
{ 
  int   m; 
  int   first = 1; 
  int   created = 0; 
  void  *INFO = NULL; 
  int   MODULEBIT = (0x1)<<15; 
  int   CHANNELBIT = (0x1)<<14; 
  char  wfdname[10]; 
  HNDLE hkey; 
 
  WFD_SETTINGS_STR(wfd_settings_str); 
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  GLOBAL_MODULE_SETTINGS_STR(global_module_settings_str); 
  MODULE_SETTINGS_STR(module_settings_str); 
  WFD_SOFT_SETTINGS_STR(wfd_soft_settings_str); 
 
  
  INT frontend_index = get_frontend_index(); 
 
  if(frontend_index > 0) 
    sprintf(wfdname,"%s%02d",WFDNAME,frontend_index);   
  else 
    sprintf(wfdname,"%s",WFDNAME);  
 
  for( m = 0 ; m < WFD_MAXCHANNELS ; m++ )  
    { 
      /* go over module list */ 
      char setStr[128]; 
      char wfdStr[16]; 
      char modStr[128]; 
      char baseStr[128],enable[128]; 
      char tholdfrom[128],tholdto[128]; 
      char anaTholdFrom[128],anaTholdTo[128]; //created on Aug22,05 
      char lnElevFrom[128],lnElevTo[128]; 
      char lnDataAddrFrom[128],lnDataAddrTo[128]; 
      char lnDataCountAddrFrom[128],lnDataCountAddrTo[128]; 
      char lnPersonFrom[128],lnPersonTo[128]; 
      char tmpSlotPath[128]; 
      char modgStr[128],softStr[128]; 
 
      strcpy(setStr,"/Equipment/"); 
      strcat(setStr,wfdname); 
      strcat(setStr,"/Settings"); 
      strcpy(baseStr,setStr); 
      strcpy(tholdto,setStr); 
      strcpy(anaTholdTo,setStr); 
      strcpy(lnElevTo,setStr); 
      strcpy(lnDataAddrTo,setStr); 
      strcpy(lnDataCountAddrTo,setStr); 
      strcpy(lnPersonTo,setStr); 
      strcpy(softStr,setStr); 
      strcat(setStr,"/Hardware Settings/"); 
      strcat(softStr,"/Software Settings/"); 
 
      if(first) 
 { 
   // Check if links already exist 
   db_find_key(hDB, 0, setStr, &hkey); 
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   if(hkey == 0) 
     created = 0; 
   else 
     created = 1; 
 } 
       
      if(first) 
 { 
   strcpy(modgStr,setStr); 
   strcat(modgStr,"Global Module"); 
 
   db_create_record  (hDB, 0, modgStr, strcomb(global_module_settings_str)); 
   db_find_key       (hDB, 0, modgStr, &hkey); 
   if (db_open_record(hDB, hkey, &global_module, sizeof(global_module), 
MODE_READ, updateGlobalModule, NULL) != DB_SUCCESS)  
     { 
       cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot open %s settings in 
ODB",modgStr); 
       continue; 
     } 
   
    
   strcpy(modgStr,softStr); 
   strcat(modgStr,"Global Settings"); 
    
   db_create_record  (hDB, 0, modgStr, strcomb(wfd_soft_settings_str)); 
   db_find_key       (hDB, 0, modgStr, &hkey); 
   if (db_open_record(hDB, hkey, &global_wfd_soft, 
sizeof(global_wfd_soft),MODE_READ,updateGlobalSoftSettings,NULL) != 
DB_SUCCESS)  
     { 
       cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot open %s settings in 
ODB",modgStr); 
       continue; 
     } 
 
   strcpy(modgStr,setStr); 
   strcat(modgStr,"Global Channel"); 
    
   db_create_record  (hDB, 0, modgStr, strcomb(wfd_settings_str)); 
   db_find_key(hDB, 0, modgStr, &hkey); 
   if (db_open_record(hDB, hkey, &global_wfd, 
sizeof(global_wfd),MODE_READ,updateGlobalChannel,NULL) != DB_SUCCESS)  
     { 
       cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot open %s settings in 
ODB",modgStr); 
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       continue; 
     } 
    
   first = 0; 
 } 
       
      if((m%4) == 0) 
 { 
   sprintf(wfdStr,"Slot%02d",m/4+2); 
   strcpy(modStr,setStr); 
   strcat(modStr,wfdStr); 
    
   db_create_record  (hDB, 0, modStr, strcomb(module_settings_str)); 
   db_find_key       (hDB, 0, modStr, &hkey); 
    
   if (db_open_record(hDB, hkey, module_settings+(m/4)+2, 
sizeof(module_settings[(m/4)+2]),MODE_READ,updateWFD,(void*)((m/4+2)|MODUL
EBIT) ) != DB_SUCCESS)  
     { 
       cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot open %s settings in ODB",modStr); 
       continue; 
     }  
    
 
  
   // TPG Aug 23, 05 call update with ((m/4+2)|MODULEBIT) not INFO to set 
hardware 
   // printf("INIT: UPDATE modules!!"); 
   // updateWFD(hDB,hkey,INFO); 
   updateWFD(hDB,hkey,((m/4+2)|MODULEBIT)); 
 } 
       
      sprintf(wfdStr,"Slot%02dCh%02d",m/4+2,m%4); 
      strcat(setStr,wfdStr); 
      strcat(softStr,wfdStr); 
      strcpy(tholdfrom,setStr); 
      strcpy(lnElevFrom,setStr); 
      strcpy(anaTholdFrom,setStr); 
       
      db_create_record  (hDB, 0, softStr, strcomb(wfd_soft_settings_str)); 
      db_find_key       (hDB, 0, softStr, &hkey); 
      if (db_open_record(hDB, hkey, wfd_soft_settings+m, 
sizeof(wfd_soft_settings[m]),MODE_READ,updateWFD,(void*)m) != DB_SUCCESS)  
 { 
   cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot open %s settings in ODB",softStr); 
   continue; 
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 } 
       
      updateWFD(hDB,hkey,INFO); 
       
      db_create_record  (hDB, 0, setStr, strcomb(wfd_settings_str)); 
      db_find_key       (hDB, 0, setStr, &hkey); 




   cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot open %s settings in ODB",setStr); 
   continue; 
 } 
       
      // TPG Aug 23, 05 call update with(m|CHANNELBIT)   not INFO to set hardware 
      printf("INIT: UPDATE channels!!"); 
      //updateWFD(hDB,hkey,INFO); 
      updateWFD(hDB,hkey,(m|CHANNELBIT)); 
       
      if(!created) 
 { 
    
   strcat(setStr,"/channel enabled"); 
   sprintf(enable,"/Channel Enabled/LinkSlot%02dCh%02d",m/4+2,m%4); 
   strcat(baseStr,enable); 
   if(db_create_link(hDB, 0,baseStr,setStr)!=  DB_SUCCESS)  
     { 
       cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot Create %s settings in 
ODB",baseStr); 
       continue; 
     } 
    
   strcat(tholdfrom,"/digital threshold"); 
   sprintf(enable,"/Digital Threshold/LinkSlot%02dCh%02d",m/4+2,m%4); 
   strcat(tholdto,enable); 
   if(db_create_link(hDB, 0,tholdto,tholdfrom)!=  DB_SUCCESS)  
     { 
       cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot Create %s settings in 
ODB",baseStr); 
       continue; 
     } 
    
   strcat(anaTholdFrom,"/analog threshold"); 
   sprintf(enable,"/Analog Threshold/LinkSlot%02dCh%02d",m/4+2,m%4); 
   strcat(anaTholdTo,enable); 
   if(db_create_link(hDB, 0,anaTholdTo,anaTholdFrom)!=  DB_SUCCESS)  
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     { 
       cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot Create %s settings in 
ODB",anaTholdTo); 
       continue; 
     } 
    
   strcat(lnElevFrom,"/elevation"); 
   sprintf(enable,"/Elevation/LinkSlot%02dCh%02d",m/4+2,m%4); 
   strcat(lnElevTo,enable); 
   if(db_create_link(hDB, 0,lnElevTo,lnElevFrom)!=  DB_SUCCESS)  
     { 
       cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot Create %s settings in 
ODB",lnElevTo); 
       continue; 
     } 
    
   if ( m%4 == 0 ) 
     { 
        
       strcpy(lnDataAddrFrom,modStr); 
       strcat(lnDataAddrFrom,"/data address"); 
       sprintf(tmpSlotPath,"/Data Address/LinkSlot%02d",m/4+2); 
       strcat(lnDataAddrTo,tmpSlotPath); 
       if(db_create_link(hDB, 0,lnDataAddrTo,lnDataAddrFrom)!=  
DB_SUCCESS)  
  { 
    cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot Create %s settings in 
ODB",lnDataAddrTo); 
    continue; 
  } 
        
       strcpy(lnDataCountAddrFrom,modStr); 
       strcat(lnDataCountAddrFrom,"/data count address"); 
       sprintf(tmpSlotPath,"/Data Count Address/LinkSlot%02d",m/4+2); 
       strcat(lnDataCountAddrTo,tmpSlotPath); 
       if(db_create_link(hDB, 0,lnDataCountAddrTo,lnDataCountAddrFrom)!=  
DB_SUCCESS)  
  { 
    cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot Create %s settings in 
ODB",lnDataCountAddrTo); 
    continue; 
  } 
        
       strcpy(lnPersonFrom,modStr); 
       strcat(lnPersonFrom,"/personality"); 
       sprintf(tmpSlotPath,"/Personality/LinkSlot%02d",m/4+2); 
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       strcat(lnPersonTo,tmpSlotPath); 
       if(db_create_link(hDB, 0,lnPersonTo,lnPersonFrom)!=  DB_SUCCESS)  
  { 
    cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot Create %s settings in 
ODB",lnPersonTo); 
    continue; 
  } 
        
     } 
    
 } 
       
       
      // update WFD hardware 
       
      if(Struck) 
 { 
   printf("INIT: UPDATE hardware!!!"); 
   updateWFD(hDB,hkey,(void*)m); 
 }  
      else 
 { 
   wfd[m] = 0;                      // structure for base address etc 
   if( m < WFD_MAXCHANNELS ) 
     { 
       // wfd_settings[m].enabled = 1;  // structure for control, threshold, etc 
       // wfd_settings[m].enabled = 0; 
     } 
   else  
     wfd_settings[m].enabled = 0; 
   if (db_set_record(hDB, hkey, wfd_settings+m,sizeof(wfd_settings[m]),0) != 
DB_SUCCESS) 
     { 
       cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot update %s settings in ODB", 
wfdStr); 
       continue; 
     } 
 } 
       
#if 0 
#error not yet working 
      if(wfd_settings[m].enabled && wfd_ramVerify(wfd[m])!=0) {  
 cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "ramverify %s failed", wfdStr); 
 fprintf(stderr,"initWFD: ramverify %s failed"  , wfdStr); 
 return(FE_ERR_HW); 
      } else { 
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 cm_msg(MINFO, "initWFD", "ramverify %s OK", wfdStr); 
      } 
#endif 
       
    } /* End of For loop */ 
   
  if(Periodic) 
    (*equipment).info.eq_type = EQ_PERIODIC; 
    
  if(Polled) 
    (*equipment).info.eq_type = EQ_POLLED; 
    




/*-- updateWFD -----------------------------------------------------*/ 
 
void updateWFD(HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* info) 
{  
  int m = (int)info; 
  int MODULEBIT = (0x1)<<15; 
  int CHANNELBIT = (0x1)<<14; 
  int mc, MCMASK = 0xff; 
  int chan_num; // channel number variable corresponding to slot number 
 
  mc = (MCMASK&m); 
 
  //ss_printf(0,19,"updateWFD: MODbit 0x%02lx CHAbit 0x%02lx module/channel m = 
%02d", ((m&MODULEBIT)>>15), ((m&CHANNELBIT)>>14),mc); 
 
  if( getDaqState(hDB) != STATE_STOPPED )  
    {  
      ds_printf(0,18,"updateWFD: DAQ not stopped \n"); 
      return; 
    } 
 
  if( mc < 0 || mc >= WFD_MAXCHANNELS )  
    {  
      cm_msg(MINFO  ,"updateWFD","invalid index: %d",mc);  
      return; 
    } 
 
  if ( m & MODULEBIT )   // Update routines for the slots 
    {  
      wfd_isthereModule( pStruck, mc ); 
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      wfd_clearModule( pStruck, mc ); 
     
      wfd_set_data_count_address( pStruck, mc ); 
      wfd_set_data_address( pStruck, mc ); 
       
      wfd_setPersonality( pStruck, mc); 
       
      /**** ADDED BY RAM ON JUL28 ****/ 
      chan_num = (mc-2)*4; 
       
      wfd_setDataBlockCount(pStruck,chan_num); 
      wfd_setDataBlockCount(pStruck,chan_num+1); 
      wfd_setDataBlockCount(pStruck,chan_num+2); 
      wfd_setDataBlockCount(pStruck,chan_num+3); 
       
      wfd_setPresamples(pStruck,chan_num); 
      wfd_setPresamples(pStruck,chan_num+1); 
      wfd_setPresamples(pStruck,chan_num+2); 
      wfd_setPresamples(pStruck,chan_num+3); 
       
      /**********************************/ 
       
      wfd_setTriggerTies( pStruck, mc); 
      wfd_resetFifo( pStruck, mc); 
       
    } 
   
  if ( m & CHANNELBIT ) // Update routines for the channels on each slot 
  {  
    wfd_setDataBlockCount( pStruck,mc ); 
    wfd_setPresamples( pStruck,mc ); 
    wfd_setElevation( pStruck, mc ); 
    wfd_setAnalogThreshold( pStruck, mc); 
  } 
   
  if (Struck) 
  { 
 
  } 
   
  return; 
} 
 
/*---Tries to find " Run Info / State " -----------------------------*/ 
int getDaqState(HNDLE hDB) 
{ 
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  int state=0,size=0; 
  size=sizeof(state); 
  if (db_get_value(hDB,0,"/Runinfo/State",&state,&size,TID_INT,FALSE)  
      != DB_SUCCESS) return 0; 
  return state; 
} 
 
/*------Update All Modules Information from Global Module -----------*/ 
void updateGlobalModule(HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* INFO) 
{ 
  int m; 
  char setStr[128]; 
  char wfdStr[128]; 
  char baseStr[128]; 
 
  strcpy(setStr,"/Equipment/"); 
  strcat(setStr,WFDNAME); 
  strcat(setStr,"/Settings/Hardware Settings/"); 
 
  for(m = 2; m <= MAXMOD ; m++) 
  { 
     module_settings[m].personality = global_module.personality; 
     module_settings[m].channel_typing_map = global_module.channel_typing_map ; 
 
     sprintf(wfdStr,"Slot%02d",m); 
     strcpy(baseStr,setStr); 
     strcat(baseStr,wfdStr); 
 
     db_find_key(hDB, 0, baseStr, &hkey); 
     if (db_set_record(hDB, hkey, module_settings+m,  
         sizeof(module_settings[m]),0) != DB_SUCCESS){ 
      cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot update %s settings in ODB", 
      wfdStr); 
      continue; 
     } 
  } 
} 
/*------Update All Channelss Information from Global Channel ---------*/ 
void updateGlobalChannel(HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* INFO) 
{ 
  int m; 
  char setStr[128]; 
  char wfdStr[128]; 
  char baseStr[128]; 
 
  strcpy(setStr,"/Equipment/"); 
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  strcat(setStr,WFDNAME); 
  strcat(setStr,"/Settings/Hardware Settings/"); 
 
  for(m=0;m<WFD_MAXCHANNELS;m++) 
  { 
 
    wfd_settings[m].enabled = global_wfd.enabled;             //UNCOMMENTED ON 
JUN20,05 BY RAM 
    wfd_settings[m].threshold_type=global_wfd.threshold_type; 
    wfd_settings[m].limit_interrupt_enable=global_wfd.limit_interrupt_enable; 
    wfd_settings[m].overflow_interrupt_enable=global_wfd.overflow_interrupt_enable; 
    
wfd_settings[m].DCM_loss_interrupt_enable=global_wfd.DCM_loss_interrupt_enable; 
    wfd_settings[m].elevation=global_wfd.elevation; 
    wfd_settings[m].digital_threshold=global_wfd.digital_threshold; 
    wfd_settings[m].analog_threshold=global_wfd.analog_threshold; 
    wfd_settings[m].presamples=global_wfd.presamples; 
    wfd_settings[m].data_block_count=global_wfd.data_block_count; 
    wfd_settings[m].FIFO_limit_value=global_wfd.FIFO_limit_value;      
     
    sprintf(wfdStr,"Slot%02dCh%02d", m/4+2,m%4); 
    strcpy(baseStr,setStr); 
    strcat(baseStr,wfdStr); 
     
    if( db_find_key(hDB, 0, baseStr, &hkey) != DB_SUCCESS ) 
      { 
 cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot find %s settings in ODB", 
        baseStr); 
 continue; 
      } 
    else 
      if (db_set_record(hDB, hkey, wfd_settings+m,  
   sizeof(wfd_settings[m]),0) != DB_SUCCESS){ 
 cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot update %s settings in ODB", 
        baseStr); 
 continue; 
      } 
  } 
} 
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
void updateGlobalSoftSettings(HNDLE hDB, INT hkey, void* INFO) 
{ 
  int m; 
  char setStr[128]; 
  char wfdStr[128]; 
  char baseStr[128]; 
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  strcpy(setStr,"/Equipment/"); 
  strcat(setStr,WFDNAME); 
  strcat(setStr,"/Settings/Software Settings/"); 
 
  for(m=0;m<WFD_MAXCHANNELS;m++) 
  { 
 
     wfd_soft_settings[m].timelag=global_wfd_soft.timelag; 
     wfd_soft_settings[m].maxdiff=global_wfd_soft.maxdiff; 
     wfd_soft_settings[m].threshold=global_wfd_soft.threshold; 
     
     wfd_soft_settings[m].leftwindow=global_wfd_soft.leftwindow; 
     wfd_soft_settings[m].rightwindow=global_wfd_soft.rightwindow; 
 
     //sprintf(wfdStr,"Mod%02dCh%02d",m/4+2,m%4);      
     sprintf(wfdStr,"Slot%02dCh%02d",m/4+2,m%4); 
     strcpy(baseStr,setStr); 
     strcat(baseStr,wfdStr); 
 
     db_find_key(hDB, 0, baseStr, &hkey); 
     if (db_set_record(hDB, hkey, wfd_soft_settings+m,  
         sizeof(wfd_soft_settings[m]),0) != DB_SUCCESS){ 
      cm_msg(MERROR, "initWFD", "Cannot update %s settings in ODB", 
      baseStr); 
      continue; 
     } 







INLINE int fake_wfd_Read(WFDHandle hnd, u_int32_t *pbuff) 
{ 
  u_int32_t *pdata; 
  u_int32_t VMEaddress = 0x20080000; 
  u_int32_t getdata,putdata; 
  u_int32_t return_code; 
 
  pdata = pbuff; 
 
  // get VME data 
    return_code = 
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     vme_A32D32_read(pStruck, VMEaddress, &getdata) ; 
  if (return_code){ 
    printf("Struck interface A32D32 read error %d\n",return_code); 
  } 
 
  return_code = 
    vme_A32BLT32_read(pStruck, VMEaddress, pdata, getdata, &putdata); 
  if (return_code){ 
    printf("Struck interface A32BLT32 read error %d\n",return_code); 
  } 
 if (putdata != getdata){ 
    printf("Struck interface A32BLT32 data error %d, %d\n",getdata,putdata); 
  } 
 
  return getdata; 
} 
 
void wfd_isthereModule(int p, int slot) 
{ 
  u_int8_t bar; int ret; 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_read(p, slot, SLOTREG, &bar ); 
  //printf("  wfd_isthereModule: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx bar 0x%08lx \n",slot,ret,bar); 
} 
 
void wfd_clearModule(WFDHandle hnd,int slot) 
{ 
  int ret1, ret2; 
  //First, write bit 7 of the bit clear register 
  ret1 = vme_geoD8_write( hnd, slot, WFD_CLEAR_MOD_BASE, 0x40 ); 
  //  printf(" wfd_clearModule: Slot %02d ret %d \n", slot, ret1);  
  //Finally, write bit 5 of the bit set register 
  ret2 = vme_geoD8_write( hnd, slot, WFD_CLEAR_MOD_BASE+4, 0x10 ); 
  //printf(" wfd_clearModule: slot %02d ret %d \n", slot, ret2); 
} 
 
void wfd_setPersonality(WFDHandle hnd,int slot) 
{ 
  int ret; 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_PERSONALITY , 
module_settings[slot].personality); 




void wfd_set_data_address(WFDHandle hnd, int slot) 
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{ 
  //  u_int8_t bytes[4]; THIS IS DECLARED AS GLOBAL; 
  int ret1,ret2,ret3,ret4; 
 
  getbytes(module_settings[slot].data_address , bytes); 
 
  ret1 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_DATA_BASE, bytes[0]); 
  ret2 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_DATA_BASE+4, bytes[1]); 
  ret3 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_DATA_BASE+8, bytes[2]); 
  ret4 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_DATA_BASE+12, bytes[3]); 
  
  //printf("wfd_set_data_address: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx written byte[0]:0x%02lx\n", 
slot, ret1, bytes[0]); 
  //printf("wfd_set_data_address: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx written byte[1]:0x%02lx\n", 
slot, ret2, bytes[1]); 
  //printf("wfd_set_data_address:  slot %02d ret 0x%08lx written byte[2]:0x%02lx\n", 
slot, ret3, bytes[2]); 
  //printf("wfd_set_data_address: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx written byte[3]:0x%02lx\n", 
slot, ret4, bytes[3]); 
} 
 
void wfd_set_data_count_address(WFDHandle hnd, int slot ) 
{ 
  //  u_int8_t bytes[4]; THIS IS DECLARED AS GLOBAL; 
  int ret1,ret2,ret3,ret4; 
 
  getbytes(module_settings[slot].data_count_address, bytes); 
 
  ret1 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_DATACOUNT_BASE, bytes[0]); 
  ret2 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_DATACOUNT_BASE+4, bytes[1]); 
  ret3 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_DATACOUNT_BASE+8, bytes[2]); 
  ret4 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_DATACOUNT_BASE+12, bytes[3]); 
  
  //printf("wfd_set_data_count_address: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx written 
byte[0]:0x%02lx\n", slot, ret1, bytes[0]); 
  //printf("wfd_set_data_count_address: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx written 
byte[1]:0x%02lx\n", slot, ret2, bytes[1]); 
  //printf("wfd_set_data_count_address: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx written 
byte[2]:0x%02lx\n", slot, ret3, bytes[2]); 
  //printf("wfd_set_data_count_address: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx written 




void getbytes(u_int32_t word, u_int8_t bytes[4]) 
{ 
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  //msb lowest index 
  bytes[0] = (word>>24)&0xff; 
  bytes[1] = (word>>16)&0xff; 
  bytes[2] = (word>>8)&0xff; 
  bytes[3] = word&0xff; 
} 
 
void wfd_setDataBlockCount(WFDHandle hnd,int ch) 
{ 
  int ret; 
  u_int32_t addr; 
  int slot; 
   
  slot = ch/4+2; 
  addr = WFD_DATABLOCKCOUNT_BASE + 4*(ch%4); 
 
  wfd_disableChannel( hnd, slot ); 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, addr,  wfd_settings[ch].data_block_count); 
  //printf("wfd_setDataBlockCount: slot %02d addr 0x%08lx data 0x%08lx ret 0x%08lx 
\n", slot, addr,  wfd_settings[ch].data_block_count, ret); 
 
  wfd_enableChannel( hnd,slot ); 
} 
 
void wfd_setDataBlockCountTest(WFDHandle hnd,int ch, BYTE bcount) 
{ 
  int ret; 
  u_int32_t addr; 
  int slot; 
   
  slot = ch/4+2; 
  addr = WFD_DATABLOCKCOUNT_BASE + 4*(ch%4); 
 
  wfd_disableChannel( hnd, slot ); 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, addr,  bcount); 
  //printf("wfd_setDataBlockCountTEST: slot %02d addr 0x%08lx data 0x%08lx ret 
0x%08lx \n", slot, addr,  wfd_settings[ch].data_block_count, ret); 
 




void wfd_getDataBlockCount(WFDHandle hnd,int ch) 
{ 
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  int ret; 
  u_int32_t addr; 
  int slot; 
  BYTE tmp; 
 
  slot = ch/4+2; 
  addr = WFD_DATABLOCKCOUNT_BASE + 4*(ch%4); 
 
  wfd_disableChannel( hnd, slot ); 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_read(hnd, slot, addr,  &tmp); 
  //if (ch%8) { 
  //  printf("sl %02d bc 0x%02lx \n", ch, tmp); 
  //} 
  //else { 
  //  printf("sl %02d bc 0x%02lx ", ch, tmp); 
  //} 
 
  //ss_printf(20*(ch%4),35+ch/4,"sl %02d bc 0x%02lx ", ch, tmp); 
 




void wfd_setPresamples(WFDHandle hnd,int ch) 
{ 
  int ret; 
  u_int32_t addr; 
  int slot; 
 
  slot = ch/4+2; 
  addr = WFD_PRESAMPLE_BASE + 4*(ch%4); 
 
  wfd_disableChannel( hnd, slot ); 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, addr, wfd_settings[ch].presamples); 
  //printf("wfd_setPresamples: slot %02d addr 0x%08lx data 0x%08lx ret 0x%08lx \n", 
slot, addr,  wfd_settings[ch].presamples, ret); 
   
  wfd_enableChannel( hnd, slot ); 
} 
 
void wfd_setElevation(WFDHandle hnd, int ch) 
{ 
  int ret; 
  u_int32_t addr; 
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  int slot; 
   
  slot = ch/4 + 2; 
  addr = WFD_ELEVATION_BASE + 4*(ch%4); 
 
  wfd_disableChannel( hnd, slot); 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, addr, wfd_settings[ch].elevation); 
 //ss_printf(1,35,"wfd_setElevation: slot %02d addr 0x%08lx elevation 0x%08lx ret 
0x%08lx \n",slot, addr, wfd_settings[ch].elevation, ret ); 
 
  wfd_enableChannel(hnd, slot); 
} 
 
void wfd_setAnalogThreshold(WFDHandle hnd, int ch) 
{ 
  int ret; 
  u_int32_t addr; 
  int slot; 
 
  slot = ch/4 + 2; 
  addr = WFD_ANALOG_THRESHOLD_BASE + 4*(ch%4); 
 
  wfd_disableChannel( hnd, slot); 
   
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, addr, wfd_settings[ch].analog_threshold); 
  //ss_printf(1,36,"wfd_setAnalogThreshold: slot %02d addr 0x%08lx Ana_thres 
0x%08lx ret 0x%08lx \n",slot, addr, wfd_settings[ch].analog_threshold, ret); 
 
  wfd_enableChannel( hnd, slot); 
} 
 
void wfd_disableChannel(WFDHandle hnd, int slot) 
{ 
  int ret; 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_ENABLE_DISABLE_CH , 0x00 ); 




void wfd_enableChannel(WFDHandle hnd, int slot) 
{ 
  int ret; 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot,WFD_ENABLE_DISABLE_CH , 0xf0 ); 
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void wfd_resetFifo(WFDHandle hnd, int slot) 
{ 
  int ret; 
 
  // KRL 2005/09/18 ... you don't want to mangle the upper bits, 
  // because they might be meaningful   
  u_int8_t val; 
  ret = vme_geoD8_read(hnd, slot, WFD_RESET_FIFO, &val); 
  val |= 0xf; 
  //  done 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_RESET_FIFO , val); 
  //  printf("wfd_resetFifo: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx \n", slot, ret); 
} 
 
void wfd_resetOneFifo(WFDHandle hnd, int ch ) 
{ 
  int ret; 
  int slot,channel; 
 
  slot = ch/4 + 2; 
  channel = ch%4; 
 
  // make sure channel is valid so we don't step all over upper 4 bits of register 
  // ... fallthrough intentional 
  switch(channel){ 
  case 0: 
  case 1: 
  case 2: 
  case 3: 
    break; 
  default: 
    return; 
  } 
 
  u_int8_t val; 
  ret = vme_geoD8_read(hnd, slot, WFD_RESET_FIFO, &val); 
  val |= (1<<channel); 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_RESET_FIFO , val); 
  //  printf("wfd_resetFifo: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx \n", slot, ret); 
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} 
 
void wfd_resetFill(WFDHandle hnd, int slot) 
{ 
  int ret; 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_RESET_FILL , 0x04 ); 
  //  printf("wfd_resetFill: slot %02d ret 0x%08lx \n", slot, ret); 
} 
 
void wfd_setTriggerTies(WFDHandle hnd, int slot) 
{ 
  int ret1,ret2; 
 
  ret1 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_SET_TT_BASE, 0x21 ); 
  ret2 = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_SET_TT_BASE+4, 0x84 ); 
  //printf("wfd_setTriggerTies: slot %02d ret1 0x%08lx \n", slot, ret1); 




u_int32_t  wfd_readDataCount(int cratefd, int ch ) 
{ 
  int ret; 
  u_int32_t base; 
  u_int32_t word; 
  u_int32_t mask = 0x1ffff; 
  u_int32_t no_of_words=0; 
  int slot = ch/4+2; 
  int channel_number = 4*(ch%4); 
   
 
   base = module_settings[slot].data_count_address; 
 
   //ss_printf(1,25,"wfd_readDataCount: base 0x%08lx \n", base); 
   //ss_printf(1,26,"wfd_readDataCount: base+ch 0x%08lx \n", base+channel_number); 
 
  ret = vme_A32D32_read(cratefd, base+channel_number , &word); 
 
  if( ret != 0 ) 
    channel_status[ch] = 0x00000004; 
 
  //ss_printf(1,26,"wfd_readDataCount: ch %02d ret 0x%08lx \n", ch , ret ); 
   
  no_of_words =(word & mask); 
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  //ss_printf(1,27,"wfd_readDataCount: no_of_words: 0x%08lx \n", no_of_words); 
 
  return no_of_words; 
}   
 
int wfd_readData(int cratefd, int ch, u_int32_t *pdata_buf, u_int32_t ndata) 
{ 
   
  int ret; 
  u_int32_t base; 
  //const u_int32_t buf_size = ndata; 
  const u_int32_t buf_size = ndata*2; // to read the 32 bit words 
  u_int32_t *in_buf; 
  u_int32_t got_num_of_lwords; 
  int slot; 
  int channel_number; 
 
  in_buf = pdata_buf; 
    
  slot = ch/4+2; 
  channel_number = 8*(ch%4); 
 
  base = module_settings[slot].data_address; 
 
  init_buf(in_buf,buf_size); 
   
  ret = vme_A32MBLT64FIFO_read(cratefd, base+channel_number, in_buf, buf_size, 
&got_num_of_lwords);  
   
  if ( ret != 0 ) 
    channel_status[ch] = 0x00000008; 
 
  //ss_printf(1,29,"wfd_readData: ret 0x%08lx\n", ret ); 
  //ss_printf(1,30,"wfd_readData: req_size: 0x%08lx got_words: 
0x%08lx\n",buf_size,got_num_of_lwords); 
  //ss_printf(1,32,"wfd_readData: READ WORD in inbuf: 0x%08lx\n", *in_buf); 
  //ss_printf(1,33,"wfd_readData: READ WORD in pdata_buf: 0x%08lx\n", *(pdata_buf 
+5)); 
   
  if( ndata*2 != got_num_of_lwords) 
  { 
    channel_status[ch] |= 0x00000002; 
    ss_printf(1,35," wfd_readData: Data read error" ); 
  } 
 
  return got_num_of_lwords; 




void init_buf(u_int32_t *buf, int count) 
{ 
  int i; 
  for(i = 0; i < count ; ++i) 
 buf[i] = 0; 
} 
 
void wfd_start( int cratefd, int slot ) 
{ 
  int ret; 
   
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(cratefd, slot, WFD_START_STOP, 0x1); 
  ss_printf(1,11,"\nwfd_start: ret 0x%08lx\n", ret); 
} 
 
void wfd_stop( int cratefd, int slot ) 
{ 
  int ret; 
   
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(cratefd, slot, WFD_START_STOP, 0x2); 






  HNDLE hODB; 
  char  wfdName[15]; 
  char  statusKey[128]; 
  char  slotNo[8],slotKey[128]; 
  int   fe_index, slot_index; 
  INT   hkey; 
  int  db_status; 
 
  fe_index = get_frontend_index(); 
 
  WFD_STATUS_SETTINGS_STR(wfd_status_settings_str); 
 
  if( fe_index > 0 ) 
    sprintf(wfdName,"WFDSLAVE%02d",fe_index); 
  else 
    strcpy(wfdName,"WFDSLAVE"); 
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  strcpy(statusKey,"/Equipment/"); 
  strcat(statusKey,wfdName); 
  strcat(statusKey,"/Status/"); 
   
  if( cm_get_experiment_database(&hODB,NULL) != CM_SUCCESS ) 
    { 
      cm_msg(MERROR,"frontend_init","frontend_init: Cannot open handle to  
experiment database : %d",1); 
    } 
 
  for( slot_index = 2 ; slot_index <= MAXMOD ; slot_index++ ) 
    { 
      sprintf(slotNo,"Slot%02d",slot_index); 
      strcpy(slotKey,statusKey); 
      strcat(slotKey,slotNo); 
 
      wfd_status_settings[slot_index].dateCode            = getWfdDateCode( slot_index ); 
      wfd_status_settings[slot_index].boardId             = getWfdBoardId( slot_index ); 
      wfd_status_settings[slot_index].frontend_revision   = getWfdFrontendRevision(); 
      wfd_status_settings[slot_index].dataformat_revision = getWfdDataformatRevision(); 
       
      db_create_record(hODB,0,slotKey,strcomb(wfd_status_settings_str)); 
      db_find_key(hODB,0,slotKey,&hkey); 
      if ( ( db_status = db_set_record(hODB, hkey, wfd_status_settings+slot_index, 
sizeof(wfd_status_settings[slot_index]),0) ) != DB_SUCCESS ) 
 { 
   cm_msg(MERROR,"frontend_init","Cannot set %s settings in ODB 
\n",slotKey); 
   continue; 
 } 
 




DWORD getWfdBoardId(int slot_no) 
{ 
  u_int8_t bytes[4]; 
  int      ret; 
  DWORD    boardId = 0x00000000 ; 
 
  if( slot_no == getWfdBar(slot_no) ) 
    { 
      ret = vme_geoD8_read(pStruck, slot_no, 0x33, &bytes[0]); 
      ret = vme_geoD8_read(pStruck, slot_no, 0x37, &bytes[1]); 
      ret = vme_geoD8_read(pStruck, slot_no, 0x3b, &bytes[2]); 
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      ret = vme_geoD8_read(pStruck, slot_no, 0x3f, &bytes[3]); 
       
      boardId = bytes[3] + (bytes[2]<<8) + (bytes[1]<<16) + (bytes[0]<<24) ; 
    } 
 
  return boardId; 
   
} 
 
DWORD getWfdDateCode(int slot_no) 
{ 
  u_int8_t bytes[4]; 
  int      ret; 
  DWORD    dateCode = 0x00000000 ; 
 
  if( slot_no == getWfdBar(slot_no) ) 
    { 
      ret = vme_geoD8_read(pStruck, slot_no, 0x43, &bytes[0]); 
      ret = vme_geoD8_read(pStruck, slot_no, 0x47, &bytes[1]); 
      ret = vme_geoD8_read(pStruck, slot_no, 0x4b, &bytes[2]); 
      ret = vme_geoD8_read(pStruck, slot_no, 0x4f, &bytes[3]); 
       
      dateCode = bytes[3] + (bytes[2]<<8) + (bytes[1]<<16) + (bytes[0]<<24) ; 
    } 
 










  return DATAFORMAT_REVISION; 
} 
 
u_int8_t getWfdBar(int slot_no) 
{ 
  u_int8_t bar; 
  int      ret; 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_read(pStruck, slot_no, 0x7ffff, &bar); 
   
  if ( ret != 0 ) 
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      return 0; 
       
 




int overflow(int ch, DWORD no_of_words_read ) 
{ 
  int   data_block_count = wfd_settings[ch].data_block_count; 
  DWORD overflow_check   = 0; 
 
  switch(data_block_count) 
    { 
       
    case 2:  overflow_check = 0x17ffe; 
      break; 
    case 3:  overflow_check = 0x15552; 
      break; 
    case 4:  overflow_check = 0x13ffc; 
      break; 
    case 5:  overflow_check = 0x1332e; 
      break; 
    case 6:  overflow_check = 0x12aa4; 
      break; 
    case 7:  overflow_check = 0x1248b; 
      break; 
    case 8:  overflow_check = 0x11ff8; 
      break; 
    case 9:  overflow_check = 0x11c68; 
      break; 
    case 10: overflow_check = 0x1198f; 
      break; 
    case 11: overflow_check = 0x1173a; 
      break; 
    case 12: overflow_check = 0x11549; 
      break; 
    case 13: overflow_check = 0x113a4; 
      break; 
    case 14: overflow_check = 0x1123b; 
      break; 
    case 15: overflow_check = 0x11102; 
    
    } 
 
  if( no_of_words_read + data_block_count + 1 > overflow_check ) 
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    return 1; 
  else 




void wfd_resetDCM(WFDHandle hnd, int slot) 
{ 
  int ret; 
  u_int8_t val; 
 
  // get other bits 
  ret = vme_geoD8_read(hnd, slot, WFD_CSRS2, &val);   
  // enhance 
  val |= 0x0f; 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(hnd, slot, WFD_CSRS2, val); 
} 
 
int wfd_checkDCM(WFDHandle hnd, int slot) 
{  
  int ret; 
  u_int8_t dcm; 
 
  // returns 1 bits in the lower nibble for each locked DCM 
  ret = vme_geoD8_read(hnd, slot, WFD_CSRS2, &dcm); 
  // complement 
  dcm = ~dcm; 
  // mask 
  dcm &= 0xf; 
 
  // returns 0 if all channels are locked, busted channels otherwise 
  // ... or should  
  return dcm; 
} 
 
void check_DCM_run_begin( WFDHandle hnd, int slot_no ) 
{ 
  int ret_val; 
  
  if( getWfdBoardId(slot_no) != 0 ) 
    { 
 
      ret_val = wfd_checkDCM(hnd,slot_no); 
 
      if( ret_val != 0 ) 
 wfd_resetDCM(hnd,slot_no); 
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void check_DCM_run_end( WFDHandle hnd, int slot_no ) 
{ 
  int ret_val; 
  
  if( getWfdBoardId(slot_no) != 0 ) 
    { 
 
      ret_val = wfd_checkDCM(hnd,slot_no); 
 
      if( ret_val != 0 ) 
 { 
   wfd_resetDCM(hnd,slot_no); 
   update_wfd_runend_status(slot_no); 
 } 
       
    } 




void update_wfd_runend_status( int slot_no ) 
{ 
  HNDLE hODB; 
  char  wfdName[15]; 
  char  statusKey[128]; 
  char  slotNo[8],slotKey[128]; 
  int   fe_index ; 
  INT   hkey; 
  int  db_status; 
 
  fe_index = get_frontend_index(); 
 
  if( fe_index > 0 ) 
    sprintf(wfdName,"WFDSLAVE%02d",fe_index); 
  else 
    strcpy(wfdName,"WFDSLAVE"); 
 
  strcpy(statusKey,"/Equipment/"); 
  strcat(statusKey,wfdName); 
  strcat(statusKey,"/Run End Status/"); 
   
  if( cm_get_experiment_database(&hODB,NULL) != CM_SUCCESS ) 
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    { 
      cm_msg(MERROR,"frontend_init","frontend_init: Cannot open handle to  
experiment database : %d",1); 
    } 
 
  sprintf(slotNo,"Slot%02d",slot_no); 
  strcpy(slotKey,statusKey); 
  strcat(slotKey,slotNo); 
  
  runend_status_settings[slot_no].DCM_status = 0x00000001; // indicating error status 
       
  db_find_key(hODB,0,slotKey,&hkey); 
  if ( ( db_status = db_set_record(hODB, hkey, runend_status_settings+slot_no, 
sizeof(runend_status_settings[slot_no]),0) ) != DB_SUCCESS ) 
    cm_msg(MERROR,"frontend_init","Cannot set %s settings in ODB \n",slotKey); 






  HNDLE hODB; 
  char  wfdName[15]; 
  char  statusKey[128]; 
  char  slotNo[8],slotKey[128]; 
  int   fe_index, slot_index; 
  INT   hkey; 
  int  db_status; 
 
  fe_index = get_frontend_index(); 
 
  RUNEND_STATUS_SETTINGS_STR(runend_status_settings_str); 
 
  if( fe_index > 0 ) 
    sprintf(wfdName,"WFDSLAVE%02d",fe_index); 
  else 
    strcpy(wfdName,"WFDSLAVE"); 
 
  strcpy(statusKey,"/Equipment/"); 
  strcat(statusKey,wfdName); 
  strcat(statusKey,"/Run End Status/"); 
   
  if( cm_get_experiment_database(&hODB,NULL) != CM_SUCCESS ) 
    { 
      cm_msg(MERROR,"frontend_init","frontend_init: Cannot open handle to  
experiment database : %d",1); 
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    } 
 
  for( slot_index = 2 ; slot_index <= MAXMOD ; slot_index++ ) 
    { 
      sprintf(slotNo,"Slot%02d",slot_index); 
      strcpy(slotKey,statusKey); 
      strcat(slotKey,slotNo); 
 
      runend_status_settings[slot_index].DCM_status = 0x00000000;  
       
      db_create_record(hODB,0,slotKey,strcomb(runend_status_settings_str)); 
      db_find_key(hODB,0,slotKey,&hkey); 
      if ( ( db_status = db_set_record(hODB, hkey, runend_status_settings+slot_index, 
sizeof(runend_status_settings[slot_index]),0) ) != DB_SUCCESS ) 
 { 
   cm_msg(MERROR,"frontend_init","Cannot set %s settings in ODB 
\n",slotKey); 
   continue; 
 } 
 




void check_enabled_channels(int slot_no) 
{ 
  HNDLE hODB; 
  char  wfdName[15]; 
  char  statusKey[128]; 
  char  slotNo[8],slotKey[128]; 
  int   fe_index, ch_index; 
  INT   hkey; 
  BYTE value = 1; 
 
  fe_index = get_frontend_index(); 
 
  if( fe_index > 0 ) 
    sprintf(wfdName,"WFDSLAVE%02d",fe_index); 
  else 
    strcpy(wfdName,"WFDSLAVE"); 
 
  strcpy(statusKey,"/Equipment/"); 
  strcat(statusKey,wfdName); 
  strcat(statusKey,"/Settings/Hardware Settings/"); 
   
  if( cm_get_experiment_database(&hODB,NULL) != CM_SUCCESS ) 
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    { 
      cm_msg(MERROR,"frontend_init","frontend_init: Cannot open handle to  
experiment database : %d",1); 
    } 
 
  for( ch_index = 0 ; ch_index <= 3 ; ch_index++ ) 
    { 
      sprintf(slotNo,"Slot%02dCh%02d",slot_no, ch_index); 
      strcpy(slotKey,statusKey); 
      strcat(slotKey,slotNo); 
      strcat(slotKey,"/channel enabled"); 
       
      if ( getWfdBoardId(slot_no) == 0 ) 
 value = 0; 
      else 
 value = 1; 
 
      if( db_find_key(hODB,0,slotKey,&hkey) != DB_SUCCESS ) 
 { 
   cm_msg(MERROR,"frontend_init","Cannot find the key %s",slotKey); 
   continue; 
 } 
      if ( db_set_value(hODB, 0, slotKey, &value, sizeof(value), 1, TID_BYTE )  != 
DB_SUCCESS ) 
 { 
   cm_msg(MERROR,"frontend_init","Cannot set %s settings in ODB 
\n",slotKey); 
   continue; 
 } 
       
       
    } 
 
} 
   
 
void set_csr_ctr0(int slot_no) 
{ 
  int ret; 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(pStruck, slot_no, WFD_CSR_CTR0, 0); 
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void set_csr_ctr1(int slot_no) 
{ 
  int ret; 
 
  ret = vme_geoD8_write(pStruck, slot_no, WFD_CSR_CTR1, 0); 
   
  //printf("Set CSRctr1: %d\n", ret); 
} 
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